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Infractions may stall arms talks
WASHINGTON (AP) - Public
charges by the Reagan administration that the Soviet Union might be
violating arms control treaties will
only hamper efforts to reach new
agreements to curb nuclear weapons,
two former chief U.S. negotiators said
Tuesday.
The two, Gerard Smith and Paul
Wamke, said that the administration
should have exhausted all private and
diplomatic means of trying to assess
the extent of Soviet cheating before
going public with the charge.
Smith was chief negotiator of the
SALT I arms control agreement concluded during the Nixon administration, and Wamke headed the U.S.
team that negotiated the SALT II
treaty in 1979.
U.S. complaints about the alleged
Soviet violations were raised at a
meeting of representatives of the two
countries last fall, but the Soviets
have not formally responded, Smith
and Wamke said.
They said the administration
should have awaited a Soviet reply
before it made public claims of violations.
"We have to ask whether the administration is more interested in

charging violations than in preservBoth men noted that previous quesing treaties," Wamke said.
tions about whether either super
Kwer was violating the SALT
THE ADMINISTRATION, in a clasaties had been worked out by the
sified report prepared for President Standing Consultative Committee, a
Reagan to submit to Congress, is joint consultative body established by
accusing the Soviets of two violations the SALT I accord.
and five "probable" violations of several arms treaties and misunderthe committee consists of U.S. and
Soviet representatives who meet
standings.
twice a year, usually in Washington or
Details of the allegations were Moscow, to monitor compliance with
made public last Friday by a senior arms control agreements and resolve
State Department official who spoke such questions as possible violations
only on condition that he not be identi- by either side.
fied. The report includes charges that
"We believe our national security
the Soviets illegally tested two new
intercontinental ballistic missiles, in- would be better served by exploring
stead of the one permitted under the vigorously and thoroughly all possible
1979 treaty, and that misleading data arms control agreement violations
is transmitted from missiles in flight. using all consultative and diplomatic
procedures rather than by unproduc"Nothing is really new in any of tive public accusations of Soviet comthese claims," Smith said. "They pliance," Smith and Warnke said.
have been around for a long time."
"Any public pronouncement by the
"It's certainly premature to make president that the Soviets are violatthese charges at this time," said ing arms control agreements is irrevWarnke. "Facing them with a public ocable," they said. "It will certainly
charge of violations will not produce not induce them to change their posithe desired result" of halting the tion or to come to the negotiating
alleged violations.
table with a more positive attitude.'

American in Beirut murdered

Caller claims responsibility
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - The shooting of American University President
Malcolm Kerr yesterday was followed, almost predictably, by an
anonymous telephone call claiming a
group called "Jihad Islami" earned
out the slaying.
The caller also said the group whose name means Islamic Holy War
- pulled off the gunpoint abduction of
a Saudi diplomat on Tuesday.

Dg news/James Youil

Ice cream delights served in Union
Senior special education major Cheryl Waggoner creates a sundae at
theSodaShoppe, recently added to the
Falcon's Net>. on the ground floor of
the Union.
Designed to satisfy students' cravings for things cold and scrumptious,
the shop opened last Tuesday and will
serve customers from 10:30 a.m. to
10:30 p.m. weekdays and from 7 a.m.
to 6 n.m. Saturdays. Sixteen different
ice cream flavors, including such

exotic ones as Spumoni, Rum Raisin, students," she said.
Boston Cream Pie and Peanut Butter Parfaits, sundaes, cones, shakes,
will be sold, as well as the traditional floats and sodas are available along
favorites.
with such novelties as homemade ice
cream bars and frozen bananas. Most
The success of the former ice cream items are priced well under a dollar.
establishment in the Nest that offered Meal coupons are accepted after 6
cones, sundaes, and shakes prompted p.m. only.
the expansion of the area, Ruth
Friend, union food services employee, The opening of the shop will also
said. The objective of the project was create approximately 20 new jobs for
to "create new dining options for students, Friend said.

The same type of call has been
Elaced after every major attack in
ebanon for the past year, including
bombings, shootings and kidnappings.
But despite efforts by investigators
from several nations, no one has
Eroved if the group really exists, or if
ilamic Holy War is a cover name for
other groups, for several people or for
just one man.
A radical Shiite Moslem leader,
Shiek Fadlallah, recently said, "This
organization does not exist. It is a
telephone organization."
Among the attacks Islamic Holy
War has claimed it committed were:
the suicide truck-bombing of the
American Embassy in Beirut on April

18, the similar bombings of the U.S.
and French multinational contingents
in Beirut on Oct. 23, the bombing of an
Israeli headquarters in Tyre, Lebanon on Nov. 4, the bombings of
embassy buildings in Kuwait on Dec.
12, and explosions aboard a French
train and at a Marseille railroad
station New Year's Eve.
OTHER GROUPS also have
claimed responsibility for some of the
attacks. In the explosions in France,
for example, newspapers, radio stations and the railroad were flooded
with anonymous calls claiming responsibility. Among those were
groups calling themselves "Arab
Revolution," "Occident Commandos," and "the Revolutionary Army
Against Wogs" - a derogatory term
for foreigners.
The calls claiming responsibility
for Islamic Holy War usually come to
the Beirut office of Agence France
Presse. Reporters for the French
news agency say the caller is a man,
but since several people have taken
the calls, they are not certain it is
always the same man.
The caller has said that the attacks

are "part of the Iranian revolution ...
against imperialist targets throughout the world" and linked its actions
to Iran's Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini.
Because of the connection with Khomeini, it has been assumed that at
least the suicide attacks - such as the
truck bombings of U.S., French and
Israeli posts in Lebanon - were carried out by Shiite Moslem extremists.
Some interpretations of their religion
have it that Shiites are assured a
place in heaven by "martyring"
themselves in such attacks.
The best known radical Shiite
groups in Lebanon are the Amal Islamic Movement of Hussein Musawi
and Hezbollah or Party of God,
headed by Sheik Fadlallah. Both have
been blamed for various attacks, but
have denied any involvement.
Both are headquartered in the ancient, heavily Shiite-populated city of
Baalbek in eastern Lebanon. The area
is under Syrian control and both
groups are backed up by Iranian
Revolutionary Guards who moved
into Lebanon after Israel's 1982 invasion.

Traffic offense:BG police officer towed by ffeeing auto
by Michael D. Towle
stall reporter

A Toledo man is free on $1,080 bond
after allegedly dragging a Bowling
Green police officer with the auto he
j to police.
Steven Superczynski, 21, of 15**
Amesbury Rd., Toledo, had been
stopped for a traffic offense yesterday

morning before he allegedly puller1
away towing the officer with him.
Police Chief Galen Ash said officer
Rick Stokes, 30, was admitted to Wood
County Hospital around 3 a.m. yesterday in fair condition.
Stokes had approached the auto
driven by Superczynski after stopping
him for driving at night without
lights, and for driving 40 mph in a 25
mph zone, according to Ash.

A spokesperson for the Bowling
Green Municipal Court said the date
for Superczynski's preliminary hearing was set for 10:30 a.m. Feb. 6. He is
charged with felonious assault though
Ash says other charges are still pending.
Stok
okes had stopped Superczynski,
and a passenger, Steven Garner, who
owns the car and has not been
charged, on East Wooster near Man-

ville about 2:30 a.m. yesterday.
Ash said Superczynski had refused
to roll down his window when Stokes
first approached the car.
After Stokes knocked on the car's
window, Superczynski responded but
started to rev his engine while being
questioned, according to Ash.
Superczynski moved to take out his
drivers license, and Stokes reached
inside the car to take it from him. Ash

said that then Superczynski allegedly
began moving the vehicle down Wooster and turned at Manville.
Stokes, his hand still inside the
car's window, held on until Superczynski started to turn and then
dropped away from the fleeing vehicle, Ash said.
The officer had taken a portable
two-way radio with him before approaching the car and radioed Bowl-

ing Green police for assistance after
Superczynski fled, he said.
Officers arriving at the scene called
for an ambulance to transport Stokes
to Wood County Hosptal.
Ash said an all points bulletin was
issued for the pair's apprehension and
the two were picked up in Henry
County about 3:45 a.m. yesterday by
the Henry County Sheriff's Department.

Dean vetoes committee's suggestion to retain professor
by Mart Dl Vlnceruo
stall reporter

Dr. Robert Thayer, dean of the
College of Musical Arts, has vetoed a
recommendation made by a grievance committee to retain Dr. Andras
Szentkiralyi. associate professor of
music.

Last year in a faculty meeting to
which Szentkiralyi was not invited, he
was dismissed without reason.
Thayer refused to say why he vetoed the committee's recommendation to keep Szentkiralyi.
"The role of any committee is to
advise and recommend." Thayer
said. "A committee does not always

i—the bottom line

Bus line
wants to
up rates

COLUMBUS (AP) - Saying it lost
117.5 million in the first half of 1983,
Greyhound Lines Inc., wants to raise
its fares on 18 bus routes in Ohio an
average of 22 percent.
The Public Utilities Commission of
Ohio can postpone the increase, but
the rates eventually will be approved
by the Interstate Commerce Commission, PUCO officials predict.
In its request to the PUCO. Grey-

have the final word. In an attempt to
protect the rights and privacy of
everyone involved, it would be inappropriate for me to comment."
"I would like to sit down and exElain the entire situation, but it would
e unfair to him (Szentkiralyi),"
Thayer added. "And the appeal process has not been exhausted.'
Szentkiralyi said veto power over a

hound said it wants to make the prices
within Ohio match prices it charges
between the same points on interstate
routes.
For instance, a person traveling
across the country pays the interstate
fare of $13.85 between Columbus and
Dayton. But a person buying a ticket
in Columbus pays $11.20 to go to
Dayton under the in-state fares set by
the PUCO.

grievance committee "makes the
process a farce," and he has filed
another appeal through the University grievance committee. But he said
he still does not understand why he is
being dismissed.
"I received a letter from the dean,
and I'm trying to figure out what it
means," Szentkiralyi said. "He
(Thayer) said the issue is one of

process lather than a judgment of my
competence. That's ludicrous.
"He (Thayer) also said it is not the
responsibility of the respondents (the
chair and the dean) to give a reason
or reasons for my dismissal,'' Szentkiralyi added.
If Szentkiralyi does not win a decision through the University grievance
committee, he said he will file a legal

suit in court.
According to Szentkiralyi, the
members of the original, elected committee which is designated to handle
grievance cases, resigned because
they were being challenged for alleged prejudices. Then an ad hoc
committee was set up, and they reviewed and researched the case, he
added.
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• Popular Culture enthusiasts donate honor books to University
popular culture library. 3.
•Toe men's basketball team was
victorious over Western Michigan
last night after the lady falcons
suffered their 7th loss this season.
I.

o° 0
Chance of snow today with a high near
20. Partly cloudy tonight with a
chance of snow. Low 5.
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editorial

Resignation should not
impede Center's course
Qymptoms: Too many patients, too few doctors, too little
Omoney. Diagnosis: Indifferent management. Treatment:
Dr. Janice Lloyd.
When Dr. Lloyd took over as medical director of the
Student Health Center in July 1982, the condition was critical.
Long waits to see a doctor were common and student
complaints were high. Two years later, the Health Center is
operating more efficiently than in recent memory - but Lloyd
has resigned.
In an emotional telephone conversation yesterday, Lloyd
would not elaborate on why she resigned saying only that it
was "for professional growth reasons."
She said she hopes her resignation in no way reflects a
dissatisfaction with the student community, and added the
students have been "very positive and supportive" of her
efforts to improve the efficiency and quality of student health
care.
We will miss Dr. Lloyd. Her unselfish dedication to the
improvement of health services and her genuine concern for
students marked a road to recovery for the Health Center.
Under her direction, the Health Center experienced some
"long overdue and very good changes," one woman colleague remarked.
Some of those changes included a conversion last January
to an all-appointment system that Lloyd hoped would aid
efficiency. The introduction of self-teaching modules and a
self-educating cold and flu clinic reduced the amount of
patients needing to see doctors. Lloyd also was responsible
for making improvements to the old gynocology clinic and
expanding the operating days from one to five.
But these changes did not come free, and Lloyd often found
herself struggling to obtain additional funding to finance
these improvements. One must question whether this struggle ultimately led to her resignation. Regardless, the progress and achievements she accomplished should not be
forgotten, but rather provide an impetus to guide the future
direction of the Health Center. We urge the administration to
consider Lloyd's commitment to students' health concerns
when making the final selection for the new medical director.
And if the new one proves as effective as Lloyd we should not
let him/her get away.

A lonely Christmas for the old
Mark Pi Vlncemo

I know. When our conversation
had ended, he said 'I know my
"Loneliness... is and always has family will show up today. After
been the central and inevitable au7i?s Christmas, right?' I said
experience of every man."
'I'm sure they will too,' and left
•Thomas Wolfe
him to talk with someone else.
"Finally at about 5 p.m. a famThe following is a true story told ily did arrive. A woman and a boy
to me by a friend when I spoke to approached a woman sitting alone
him on the telephone during win- in a wheelchair in a corner.
ter break. The more I thought Again, everyone stopped what
about it, the more I wanted to put they were dome to watch. The old
Us words on paper. So, as best I woman asked the boy for a kiss
can remember, here's the and a hug; the only gut she might
story. . .
receive; the best gift she could
receive. But he refused.
"I stayed here in Boulder for
"Then the old woman reached
the holidays. I planned on going to down next to her chair and with
Cleveland to be with my family, both hands, handed the boy a
but I worked on Christmas Eve neatly wrapped package. The
and I had no money for airfare. I boy, almost instinctively, grabbed
was alone on Christmas and I the box, ripped it open, looked at
hated the feeling, so I got in my what was inside, threw it on the
car and drove to the nursing home floor and asked his mother if they
in Boulder. I knew there would be could leave. The mother picked up
other lonely people there.
the contents of the box and the two
"When I arrived, I explained to left.
the receptionist that I didn't want
"Everyone in the room gulped a
to be alone on Christmas and I had few large blasts of air and tried to
hoped I could spend some time look away, but no one could. From
talking with some of the home's where I was sitting, I could see a
residents. She said okay and single tear slide down one side of
pointed me in the direction of a the old woman's face. A minute
double-doored entrance. I walked later, a volunteer nurse entered
into a long, windowless room and and wheeled her out of the room.
about 100 people stopped what
"She was the only one who had a
they were doing, turned and visitor on Dec. 25, 1983, but she
stared.
was the loneliest person there.
"I had never seen so much
"When the party was over and
white hair in one place in my everyone went to their rooms to
entire life. The room was quiet for change clothes, I sat in my car
a century-long second, but they and wondered if I had done those
seemed nappy to see a young senior citizens any good by being
person - even if I was a stranger. there. I don't know if I'll go back
'The women all had on red or next year if I'm around. . .
green dresses; their hair was Maybe I should visit when I'm not
fixed up pretty; and they all had lonely, when I'm feeling
plastic Christmas corsages good. . .
pinned to their dresses. All the
"Chances are, 111 go back. And
men were wearing dark suits or when I do, chances are, there will
sweaters with ties.
be someone there sitting alone in
"As I walked through the room, a corner, waiting for a patient ear
recognizing my company with or lust needing a person to sit
nods and smiles, a man tugged at
my shirt sleeve and asked ul was
Us grandson. I said no but
Mark Di Vincenzo, a staff restopped to talk. That's why I was porter for the News, is a senior
there; I felt sorry for myself and journalism major from Seven
wanted to find someone lonelier Hills, Ohic.
than myself; that's pretty selfish,
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Policing Lebanon frustrating
by Garry Will*
City police forces learned a few
lessons from their experience of riots
in the 1960s. The main thing they
learned was not to repeat the mistake
of the Watts arrest that sparked the
first major riot.
After police arrested a man in that
district of Los Angeles, they questioned him on the spot, while a crowd
was gathering. When their presence
was challenged, they called in more
help. They were not going to turn tail
and reward a mob. This pigheaded
insistence meant that they not only
had to retreat, at last, under duress,
but that acres of city blocks were
razed in the aftermath. It is silly to
maintain a "presence" after it has
become a provocation.

Other steps could be taken, once
that first task of protecting a larger
community was assured. Otherwise,
charging into the midst of trouble was
a way of showering it off in all directions. The charglng-Charlie types resented this check on their instant
response to individual offenders; but
even they were (most of them) won
over by hard experience to the doctrine of riot containment.
The parallels with our ^ebarion
policy should be obvious. The Marines "presence" at the Beirut air-

port is like that of the first officers
making an arrest in Watts. It does not
preserve the peace, so long as they sit
mere amidst gathering trouble, but
makes the peace more fragile, instant
by Instant.
Our air strikes and offshore shelling
are like the arrival of further squad
cars to back up the arresting officers
in Watts. The attitude is that, if they
hit us, well retaliate. We'll show
them we don't have to withdraw.
Well refuse to reward terrorists. So
we pigheadedly increase the provocation and spread the conflagration.

It took a while for the police to learn
that they should back off a block or
two to preserve an entire neighborhood. But they were dealing in towns
and cities, not in countries and rerns like the Reagan administration.
we do not learn faster than the
Klice did in the 1980s, we may not
ve a wvld to preseve. Spreading
war, to prove that we're tough, may
be appealing on emotional grounds;
but it cannot plausibly masquerade as
keeping peace.
Garry Wills is a columnist for the
Universal Press Syndicate

Another error that had to be abandoned was the commitment to one-onone retaliation during a riot. If each
looter is arrested, that Just takes
police off the street, several of them
to process one prisoner.
It was the frustration of seeing
individual thefts go unpunished that
made people applaud Mayor Daley's
call, in Chicago, for shooting at rioters. But that was even more selfdefeating. Individual shoot-outs in the
midst of general engagement Just
scatter one's forces and spread the
flames.
The first duty, policemen came to
realize, was to contain a riot. Unless
an area could be positively flooded
with police - a rare possiblity, because readiness to respond in other
areas bad to be maintained - the best
thing was to surround the immediate
sector of violence and keep it from
spreading.

-aavarr

Big brother's computer watching you
by Art Buchwald
Forget George Orwell in 1964, and
keep your eye on the computer.
The new computers, which are being installed in Washington by the
bureaucracy to save money and make
our goverment more efficient, may
chip away a little more at our rights to
privacy.
The new computers can now "talk"
to each other and gather up information from other computers without the
average citizen knowing anything
about it.
For example, the IRS computer can
call up a credit bureau computer and
say, ''Honeywell, can you give me
some idea on how much money Charley Ogilvy spent last year on lunches,
dinners, hotels and transportation?"
"Sure TRW, hold on a second. Here
it is, 123,800. Is he in any kind of
trouble?"

Procrastination as
a way to study
Welcome back to B.G. all you Fal-'
con-philiacs! I may have been watching too many Andy Rooney segments,
but have you ever noticed something
unusual about those used books
you've bought from the bookstore?
Chapter one and maybe chapter two
are covered with yellow ana green
highlighter marks, indicating the diluent work of a conscientious student.
, the chapters that follow
- clean. No pizza stains or
even a grubby finger print can be
found. The absent marks of a forgotten reading assignment.
This phenomenon deeply concerns
me. You are now to a position to put a
halt to this outrageous practice. Don't
wait two or three weeks into the
semester to blow-off those important
reading assignments. Be consistent
and blow them off from the very
beginning! That's right my friends, I
advocate procrastination as the key to
college success.
Many students have employed the
procrastination method of college
success in isolated instances (i.e.
English paper four weeks late, overdue technology assignments, etc...).
But now is the time to adopt this
method into a comprehensive study
mode.
Let's list some of the benefits procrastination can bring you. First of
all, how else can you enjoy the challenge of learning an entire semester's
worth of accounting in one night? Yes,
through procrastination you will test
your ability to study continuously for
twenty-four hours and simultaneously
receive a free Evelyn Wood speed
reading lesson.
Secondly, everyone knows people
work better under pressure. Waiting
until the last minute to finish an
assignment is an ideal way to simulate the pressures found in the real
working world.
Also, in a university as large as BG,
it's Important and some times difficult to receive a teacher'* Individual

"He might be. Call me in a few
weeks and 111 let you know."
"While I've got you on the line, can
Ctell me what Sam Knishe filed as
income last year? He claims he's
dead broke and can't pay his Lord &
Taylor bill."
•'Knishe made $150,000."
"Thanks for the data. I'll talk to you
soon."
Meanwhile, over at the FBI, its
master computer is trying to locate a
Fred Lumback, who bilked them on a
sting operation. It calls up the U.S.
Census Bureau. "Apple, what's the
last address you have for Fred Lumbach?"
"Gosh, our census data is supposed
to be confidential."
"We know that but we have to find
him."
"Okay, 1222 Harding Road, Beesville, Virginia, but you don't know
where you got it."
......
"Is this the Lethargic National
Bank computer?"

attention. Turn in those popular culture papers and biology homework
assignments a couple of days late.
This will distinguish your work from
the rest of the crowd.
Lastly, Just imagine the experience
6Dull gain in persuasive communicaon when you try to convince your
management teacher that you have a
valid, undeniable excuse for late
work. Effective excuses Include a
death in the family, fire, flood and/or
tornado in your apartment, personal
illness such as the black plague, unexpected pregnancy, or AIDS, and for
those computerized procrastinators,
mysterious magnetic disk erasure.
If you still harbor any doubt concerning the effectiveness of the procrastination study method, take the
advice of Milton Wallbanger (Harvey's brother), "I was Just an average, run-of-the-mill student until I
started using the Procrastination
Study Method. Now my teachers notice me and talk to me more often, my
communication skills have improved
and the girls can't resist me! "Milton
is also a successful user of the Dexatrim Diet Plan, and the Slice-O-Matic
slicer/dicer.
Just like Milton, you can enjoy the
benefits of the time-honored and
widely accepted procrastination
study method.
So don't delay, procrastinate today!

Clear Views

to the Health and Human Services
"Speaking."
"This is Hewlett-Packard, the So- computer?"
cial Securty mainframe. A Mrs. G.L.
"That's correct."
"We have a Mrs. L.L. Jones who
Carruthers has been collecting health
benefits when she doesn't deserve says she hasn't received her Medithem. Would you transfer $800 from care check for the past five months."
"Mrs. Jones is dead."
her bank acccount to ours?"
"She's in our office kicking and
"Sure, what are friendly computers
for?"
screaming and seems to be very
much alive."
"Ill send you a printout of her
"HI Sperry, what's new at Selective death certificate. If-that doesn't con-*
vincer
her, nothing win."
ServiceT
......
"Did Frank Dolan ask for a student
loan from your bank?"
Apologia - In a recent column I
blamed G. Ray Arnett, assistant sec-,
retary
of Interior, for wanting to tax
"If my memory serves me he did."
"Well don't give it to him. He hasn't non-hunting conservation equipment
to pay for the preservation of wildlife.
registered for the draft."
"It's done. You promised me in- He was not responsible for the user
depth profiles on Ivan Monk, Donald tax rules, but was Just following the
wished of Congress, who passed a 1960
Grunewald, and George Dormer."
act instructing the Interior Depart"Ill call you tonight, pal."
......
ment to find new revenues for wildlife
conservation.
"This is the New York Welfare Art Buchwald Is a columnist for the
Department computer. Am I talking Los Angeles Times Syndicate.

Dave Zlmmerlin

Tenants upset by
unresponsive realtor
Upon returning from Christmas
break early Sunday afternoon, we
found two wall circuits blown. Therefore, besides not having electricity,
our garbage disposal did not work. We
did not have an overload of appliances, since we had Just returned
after a month's absence.
After spending $8 on fuses, three of
which blew out, we had lights but no
garbage disposal. We called the infamous Greenbriar Realtors on Monday. They said that a repairman
would be there the next morning but
he had not appeared by 2:00. He
arrived one hour later and proceeded
to tear apart the disposal thus rendering the whole sink useless because
the pipes were disconnected. This
meant that we were unable to cook or
dean the stocks of dishes that had
piled up over the last three days. He
left saying that he needed to get some
parts, but he did not return.
It is now 11:00 Wednesday, and he is
still not here.
This is our first experience with the
Greenbriar repair system. At the
beginning of toe semester we had
numerous repairs that needed to be

fixed, but Greenbriar ignored our
calls and the list of repairs we personally gave them at their office. After
contorting the Student Consumer
Union and being advised to write
Greenbriar a letter, a repairman appeared the next morning and our
repairs were completed.
We realize not having a garbage
disposal or a sink is not a life or death
situation, but we are fed up with the
inconvenience this has brought, along
with the previous hassles.
We are paying more than we should
for this apartment as it is and we feel
because we are students, the realtors
have us by the neck. We feel we are
being token advantage of and not
being treated as responsible adults.
We pay our rent on time, keep the
apartment clean and do not have
rowdy parties. Thus, we are annoyed
at the ninaround we get every time
we need something repaired.
We're sure we are not the only
students who are inconvenienced by
realtors. It is about time landlords
realise that we are adults first and
students second. We expect to get the
same service as a 30, 40, or 50-yearold tennant would.
DabbJeLaweon
Michelle Maulorico
Ridge Manor Apartment*.

by T. Downing and T. Cleary
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Rec Center celebrates 5th year,stresses fitness
by Greg Brown

reporter

^
The Student Recreation Center is
celebrating its fifth birthday tonight
and the campus community is invited
to attend.
The party will be complete with
cake and commemorative birthday

cards according to Maureen Bellis, a
member of the committee formed to
organize the birthday celebration.
"Everyone has worked hard on the
planning of the party since early last
semester and we think it will be very
successful," she said.
In addition to the fifth birthday
celebration the Rec Center has ini-

tiated informal Drop-in Fitness Programs open to all students at no fee,
Karen DeRosa, assistant director of
the Rec Center, said.

requirements. Students are free to
attend whenever they have time.
"We started this program because
students would frequently miss registration for fitness programs and
wouldn't be able to attend," she said.
"With this program every student will
know they have the opportunity to
attend."

"The new program is an expanded
version of the program we had last
semester. Instead of holding classes
once a week they will be offered every
day," DeRosa said.
She added there are no attendence

The success of the Fitness at Five

programs on Fridays last semester,
which had the same open format as
another reason this new format was
adopted, she added.
Accorting to DeRosa there are
three levels of classes depending on
the condition of the individual and his
or her Btnes3 needs. The classes will
range from a stretch and flex program to increase flexibility to a fit-

,'or-all aerobics program for individuals already in good shape.
Individuals can determine what
phase of the program they should be
in by taking several physical tests
provided by the Rec Center such as a
mile-and-a-half run with the time
determining the level of condition of
the individual or endurance tests like
the number of sit-ups an individual
can do in a minute, she said.

Addition to library: Horror
The Jerome Library received several horrifying additions to the Popular
Culture Department over the
Christmas holiday. Replacing Santa
Claus with Frankenstein or Dracula,
more than 250 new horror fiction
books were donated to the department.
Popular Culture Chair Dr. Ray
Browne, his wife Pat, and buying
partner Bill Schurk donated the books
to the department as one of many
contributions this year.
In addition to the horror collection,
which included a complete set of

Stephen King novels and tales from
Rod Serling and Isaac Asimov, they
added four new horror comic book set
reprints, valued at $250.
Popular Culture librarian Evron
Collins described Dr. Browne as "one
of the founding fathers in the Pop
Culture movement in America," and
added that Browne also founded two
national organizations, the Pop Culture Association and the American
Culture Association. Browne began
the Popular Culture Department at
the library when he arrived at the
University in 1967.

Pat Browne is editor of the Popular
Press, which publishes various scholarly journals, especially detective
and science fiction. Collins said Mrs.
Browne uses much of the information
from the donated books for her journals.
The horror fiction books may
inspire some new journals in that
particular area, Collins said.
Dr. Browne has been very influential in the department's growth and
the materials were new and of the
finest quality, he said.

BSG speaker will talk on politics
served on a congressional sub-committee which examined the harassment of civil rights workers.

by Tom Reed
staff reporter

About one month ago the Black
Student Union was in the market for a
qualified and experienced speaker to
discuss the role of blacks in politics.
Group leader Errol Samuel said BSU
members have found what they were
shopping for in Professor Manning
Marable.
Marable, professor of political sociology at Colgate University, has
published four books on the civil
rights movement, writes a syndicated
column "From the Grassroots" and

it
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Tonight's lecture is part of Martin
Luther King Week sponsored by the
Third World Student Association, Minority Students Activities, and BSU.
Marable will discuss black politics
in 1984 and parallel the efforts of the
Rev. Jesse Jackson and King to establish equal rights for minorities.
"Both Dr. King and Rev. Jackson
have both tried to challenge institutional rascism by trying to stop discrimination in schools and business, and

they also tried to pull all the minorities closer together," Marable said.
According to Marable conditions for
minorities nave improved since the
1960s, but many problems remain
unresolved.
many elements of de facto segregation still continue, such as employers
who discriminate because of race or
sex," he said.
Marable said he thinks the black
movement can continue to prosper by
building a stronger link with other
minorities so the groups can act as
one.
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Evron Collins, a librarian at the Jerome Library, leaf* through one of about 300
horror and fantasy books donated to the library by Dr. Ray Browne.

JAMAICA HOUR 4-5 PM

ICHTINC FALCONS..

Summer Theme Part Entertainment

FRIDAY JAW. 20 7 p.m.
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Spend Friday night with tt r> jfcotbaf Falcons as they host the Bobcats of
Ohio University. This is . important game for BGSU and fan support is
important. No charge tor adrr ission. Je there!

THURSDAY CATCH IT!

HAPPY HOURS
5-7 PM&10PM-MID.

Positions svaaaUe now tor Singers, Dancers,
Musicians. Technicians. Animal Characters and
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Puppeteers at ADVENTURELAND. Dos Momes. Iowa; CANOBIE LAKE.
Salem. New Hampshire. DARIEN LAKE. Darten Center, New York.
GEAUOA LAKE Aurora, Ohio. HOLIDAY WORLD. Santa Claus. Indiana;
Maple Leal Vaege Niagsra Fate Ontario. CANADA
BOWUNG OREtN S'»TE UWERST .
Moor* Muece Am Buaowg Room II]

Saturday January 21 I9S4
1000am -500pm
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WE HAVE WHAT
YOU'RE LOOKING FOR!!
* Whole Houses
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

* Apartments in Houses
1,2,3 Bedroom

EFFICIENCIES

WELL MAKE YOU
FEEL BEAUTIFUL ALL OVER
At our salon, hercare is JUSI the beginning ol your lottl
beauty pern
We go beyond me ian> re s»i can. nea car* and paov
an wvai Evan soceNng tecen am reiving mas
sagas Our MMsBMI can help you solve sum and nw
cere problems by preserving the nght RedMn product lor
your MMdual needs
Wei late care ot your beauty needs from need lo lo« So
eel us soon And Wei good an over

8REDKEN

SMQH PBtSCBIPIIOl CtMTEB

Furnished & Unfurnished

* APARTMENT COMPLEXES
Frazee, E. Merry, Ridge Manor,
Field Manor, 8th St., Willow House
Admit on* Thursday Night with this ad

J Buses Leaving

BUTTONS

*

I the Union Oval
5at

8:30

9:30

10:30

|

WOOSTER

CALL 352-0717
GREENBRIAR INC.
(MAURER GREEN)

(«>*■. Skin, aaW HU1 Oeeiyiarej
3S2-4I01.3S2-4I43

181(B) S.Moin.BG.
W< M tin 14
Tees. tThurs.M. set. M

20% OFF
THE FOLLOWING SERVICES.
HAIRCUTS-FACIALS-PERMS
DISCOUNT ONLY VAUD WHEN APPT.
IS MADE WITH JUDY.
MUST PRESENT COUPON FOR DISCOUNT
(DISCOUNT EXPIRES FEB.4,1984)
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State's economy recovering says Gov. Celeste
COLUMBUS (AP) - Almost a year
after winning a 90 percent income tax
increase.Gov. Richard Celeste said
yesterday that Ohio is stepping into a
new era of growth and is again ready
to lead the nation.
"In just one year, Ohio has moved
from a state of drift and decline to a
state entering a new period of growth,
from a state mired in financial chaos
to a state blessed with growing financial stability, from a state floundering
in fear and despair to a state with a
clear sense of purpose and direction,"

Celeste said.

Dellverine his State of the State
message before a joint session of the
Legislature, Celeste said state government now has the money it needs.
"Let me stress, here and now, that I
have not come here today to ask for
more money or resources," Celeste
said. Trie remark drew applause from
lawmakers, prompting the governor
to ad lib: "I feel good about that, too."
Celeste, whose income tax increase
survived a repeal attempt in the Nov.
8 election, said, state government's

"task in 1964 is to do better for our
citizens with what we already have."
REVIEWING HIS accomplishments and outlining plans for his
second year in office. Celeste said he
would introduce legislation or support
existing bills that would:
•Create an Ohio Coal Development
Agency to help the troubled mining
industry by finding ways the state's
high-sulfur coal can be burned in an
environmentally safe and cost-effec-

tive manner.
•Prevent the diversion of water
from Lake Erie. Dresumablv by Sun
Belt states with supply problems. "It
is imperative that we here in the heart
of our nation's Water Belt protect this
resource," Celeste said.
•Restrict phosphates in water supplies and toughen hazardous waste
•Authorize capital improvements at
facilities around the state. But the

governor did not offer a clue about the
cost of the program or specific projects.
•Develop an equipment lend-lease
program involving businesses and
schools, creating unpaid interchips to
give students hands-on experience
with modern equipment and encouraging businesses to make modern
equipment available to schools.
•Eliminate laws which allow utilities to charge customers for new

power plants before the facilities are
in operation.
•Help farmers faced with mortgage
foreclosures. "We can give family
farmers time for negotiations to save
their lifetime investment. I will support workable legislation to achieve
Oils end," he said.
•Eliminate the state income tax on
certain Social Security benefits that is
to be levied as a result of changes in
federal tax law.

Developer threatens Cincinnati officials Possible liver donor
CINCINNATI (AP) - A Columbus
developer, threatened with eviction
from historic Union Terminal, has
told city officials to adopt a more
cooperative tone or he'll take them to
court.
In a letter to City Manager Sylvester Murray, developer Steven Skilken
said through his attorney that the city
should work with him in revitalizing
the former train terminal as a mall
rather than issuing ultimatums.
Attorney Robert Brown also said in
the letter that the city could face a
lawsuit if it hampers Skilken's efforts
to revitalize the tailing terminal mall.
Onlv three businesses remain at the
terminal out of approximately 70 rent-

ing spaces when Skilken opened it as a
mall in August I960 as part of a lease
agreement with the city.
Murray sent Skilken a letter hut
Dec. 27, giving him 30 days to prove
be is not in default on his lease
agreement to make the terminal an
urban mall. Murray said the city
could consider evicting Skilken if he
doesn't resoond adequately.
MURRAY REVEALED this week
that he received a response from
Brown on Dec. 30, urging the dry to
take a more cooperative tone. However, Murray said he doesn't consider
Brown's letter an adequate response,
and said he expects more details from
Skilken.
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JAN-FEB SALE!
Hairstyles now cost
less at System Seven!
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Expires 2/12/84 & not valid ■/ any othar discount

Save $4

At stake is Skilken's lease, which
allows Urn to rent the terminal from
the city for $1 a year and run it as an
urban mall. The lease gives Skilken
the option to buy the building and 28acre site near downtown for $1 million
at the end of the 15-year lease.
"Steve did not put f 10 million into
the terminal (to turn it into a mall)
with the understanding that if the city
did not like the end product that they
could take it away from him," Brown
wrote.
Brown said that Skilken believes
the terminal "remains an urban mall
today," even though just three businesses are left

Even if it isn't a mall, "Steve's
initial development and occupancy of
the terminal when it opened fully
satisfied the requirements" of the
lease. Brown said.
If the city continues to question the
terminal's status as a mail, Skilken's
efforts to attract additional developers would be hampered, Brown
asserted.
The art deco terminal closed as a
railroad station in 1972 after almost 40
years. It was sold to a railroad company in 1973, and bought by the city
two years later for S3 million. It sat
vacant until Skilken replied to a city
advertisement and secured a lease to
reopen it as a mall.

found for toddler
PITTSBURGH (AP) - A desperately ill toddler whose mother went on
national television to appeal for a
liver donor flew here in a snowstorm
Wednesday for a lif esaving transplant
operation.
Trine Engebretsen, 2, of Miami,
was admitted to Children's Hospital
in serious condition, hospital spokesman Dick Reibling said.
"We haven't had a chance to examine her or run any tests on her yet,"
Reibling said.

'Medicine man * healing attempts fail
SAN MATEO, Calif. (AP) -An Indian
chief performed an elaborate ceremony at a hospital but failed to restore the memory of a blind, partCherokee woman found lying on a
sidewalk and apparently suffering
from partial amnesia.
Chief Thunder Hawk, also known as

Frank Collins, spoke Tuesday in English and Cherokee to the woman,
believed to be in her early 20s. She
was admitted to Chope Hospital after
found crying Jan. 10 in front of a
school in South San Francisco.
Collins, 47, is chief of the Hawk Clan
of the Meherren Tribe of the Lumbee

Indian Nation, a consortium of tribes and more information. She has amnein California. He is a full-blooded sia for recent events. It looks like she
mixture of Mescalero Apache and has had some painful experiences she
chooses not to remember. But she
Cherokee.
The chief said he visited the woman remembers what happened in the
after reading about her plight in a past."
newspaper and performed elaborate
The woman told Collins she was
ceremonies, dressed in full regalia,
while taped Indian songs were played. never given a name because blindThe woman was originally thought ness was a bad omen for the tribe.
to have lost her memory completely,
She said that somewhere in Aribut doctors said after she opened up to zona, someone burned her face with a
Collins a bit that she might be more cigarette to "see if I were really
selective, reluctant to remember and blind."
talk about certain parts of her past
And she told Collins she was abused
"It's beginning to look like she's and locked in closets as a child, so be
blocking off painful memories," said performed a purification ceremony to
Dr. Edward Zeff, chief psychiatrist at remove the omen and named her
: ....
Chope Hospital. "We're getting more "WindSpirit": . .

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.
NOW TAKING DEPOSITS FOR FALL

"EARLY BIRD
S P E CIAL"
WE PAY HEAT. WATER. GABLE
AND TRASH PICKUP
3 Locations - Napoleon Rd., Palmer Ave.
Summit St.
♦10.00 per month OFF rent if lease
is signed by March 31 st.

1 &2BDRMAPTS

Only ./ coupon. Refl.S1eV$JO

Furnished & Unfurnished

4- STEP ADULT HAIRCUT
VW SHAMPOO, HEATED

system sever.

HAIR

400 Napoleon Rd.
852-0185

m-commomm

ANDSTYUMa

EKplras 2/12/84 & not valid «/ any othar discount

Save $3

3-8TEP ADULT HAIRCUT
W/ SHAMPOO • STYLING

Expires 2/12/94 t not valid ■/ any othar discount

Save $2

Only •/ coupon. Rag, 110

system seven

Only ml coupon. Rag. $16

system seven

a-*rEPPERM TRMCUT
VV7 SHAMPOO t HEATED
HAIR HE-CONOITIOHMG
OnckaJM fluH dry)

Expire* 2/12/64 & not valid w/ any othar disc

Save$1

Only ■/ coupon. Rag, $0

mm uljim r/rxmn

system seven

1-STEP ADULT HAIRCUT
W/O SHAMPOO OR oTYUNQ
(Clean hair retired t

**>*», M <*>>

Enplras 2/12/84 1 not valid •/ any othar discount

susterrv seven.
*^THE HAIHSTYLINO PLACE

1072 N. Main St. (neat to Rink's)
M2-6SI6
10-7:30 Mon.-Frl.
S-o Sat.
APPOINTMENTS NEVER NEEDED — BUT AVAILABLE)

OFFER EXPKES 2/12/941
t

Start out the year fresh with
specials from Klotz Flower Farm

3-STEP CHILD HAIRCUT
V.7 SHAMPOO S 8TYUNO
(ago 12 t under)

Expires 2/12/84 4 not » Hid ■/ any other dl scour

Save $2

\

Office Hrs: 9-5 Evenings By Appt.

Only •/ coupon. Rag. f 14/tl*

system
sever*
THf tuieiT.

Engebretsens learned in Miami of the
possible donor in Denver and decided
to bring their daughter to Pittsburgh
in hopes the operation could be performed.
The child suffers from a rare and
incurable liver disease called alphaantitrypsin deficiency. She was being
treated for internal bleeding and
other complications at Miami's Jackson Memorial Hospital, where doctors
Rvt her only weeks, or even days, to
e without a liver transplant.
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SPECIAL on 8"

speciman plants in 8"clay pots.
including «Ficus Decora
•Dieffenbachia
•Nephthytis
•Peace Lilies
ALSO • Clay Pots • Saucers • Soil
• Fertilizers • Insecticides

Klotz Flower
Farm

353-8381
906 Napoleon
End of South College'

hours: M-F 8-5
Sat 8-4
Sun closed.
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—state/worldPackards roll,
luxury returns
LIMA, Ohio (AP) -Packard, a name once associated with acme of the
finest luxury care manufactured, is still around bigger than ever.
,
Comparatively few
Packards are made today,
but one being built at the
Bayiiff Coach Corp. in
Luna is 24 feet long and
loaded with luxury.
An anonymous customer
in Philadelphia has ordered the $85,000 limo for
delivery in March.
Bayhff Coach President
C. Budd Bayiiff said he'll
take the opportunity upon
delivery to show the car to
potential clients at Atlantic
City casinos. Boxer Larry
Holmes also has expressed
some interest, he said.
Bayiiff Coach has produced more than 100 Packards since 1978, when the
firm acquired the Packard
trademark.
The original Packard
firm built its first car in
1899 at the Ohio Automobile Co. in Warren. It
became the Packard Motor Car Co. in 1902 and
moved to Detroit in 1903.
PACKARD WAS the first
car with a steering wheel
instead of a tiller, and it
made the first 12-cylinder
car. In 1921, Presidentelect Warren G. Harding

thursday!

became the first to ride to
his inauguration in a car. It
was a Packard.
The luxury and graceful
styling that identified
Packard continued even
though the firm slipped
into a gradual decline after
World War U.
A merger with Studebaker Corp. in 1958 preceded the production of the
last Packard in 1958.
Bayiiff acquired the
Packard name in 1978 and
began producing customized autos fashioned on Cadillac and Buick chassis.
The Patrician 5400 being
built for the Philadelphia
buyer is 54 inches longer
than the Cadillac Fleetwood that serves as its
basic frame.
Bayiiff strips a Fleetwood of fenders and body
parts, cuts it in half, adds
54 inches to the frame and
then encloses it in a new,
fiber-glass and steel skin.
When finished, only the
doors and windows remain
from the original body.
The price list for a Bayiiff Packard ranges from
(47 ,£95 for a sport coupe to
$94,995 for a convertible
limousine.
Bayiiff said his three
brothers in the funeral
business have insptred him
to build a Packard herse.

Group wants aid
COLUMBUS (AP) - The of political prisoners
executive director of Am- around the world.
nesty International USA
Healey, a former Roman
wants Gov. Richard Ce- Catholic priest, came to
leste's help in opposing the Amnesty International in
death penalty.
1981 after serving four
years as director of the
John Healey, who visited Peace Corps in Lesotho.
Celeste on Tuesday, said, He and Celeste met when
"We know the prison sys- the governor was serving
tem needs reform. We as Peace Corps director in
need good judges and good Washington, 6.C.
sentences. Just keep the
"We'd like him to use his
death penalty out of that good offices against the
death penalty," said Heaequation."
Amnesty International is ley. "Governors have a lot
a non-partisan organiza- to say about who dies and
tion advocating the release who doesn't die."

"-■-■COUPON'™1™'

NORTHEND PIZZA
352-7734
Free Delivery
Buy Any Sub and Get
The Second Sub for Only $1.00
Expires: 1-28-84

I
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MUSICIANS J~J~J PERFORMERS

doors close at 5:30 p.m. reopen 7-10 p.m.
K

Staewide savings! Fantastic reductions on fashions fa
your entire family to wear!

25%-50% off
Misses coats. Choose from a wide
selection in wools, wool blonds, rain,
down and polyester fills. Misses 8-16,
potites6-14, half size* 16V* 22'/,.
Orig. $69-1200. sal* 34.504120
Misses Coo!. (DM/70/1 M/169).

Dresses
3t% off all regular price dresses, win. Misses
4-20. oolites 4-14. Rag. S2* $252, M.44-MI.6*
Dr..s..(D25J/57/IS5/l34/l50/135).

Clubhouse

Acrylk knit crew sweaters.
Orig. $12, sete 8*
76% eff coordinates. Russ, Cos Cob. Fire
Islander. Reg. S21-S67. seteSlS-SM

66% eff already reduced pants, skirts,
jackets, blouses. Orig. SU 550, tele S.7S-16.7S
W..lport(D 163'B0/186/660/ IS4).

Young CoHector

Junior novelty sweaters. Choose from
a special group by Collage and Pandora. Many stylos and colors. Sizes SM-L. Orig. $24-148, sole SI2424
Junloft(D63S/265)

Juniors

Entire stock men's sweaters. 100%
wool, acrylic and blonds. Many colors
in a wide selection of solids, stripes,
argyles, fairislos, ski sweaters and
more. Sizes S-M-l-Xl. Reg. $22$150.
sal* $11475
Men's (0107).

Accessories

Young Men's

54% eH UK gold chains, charms, pierced
earrings. Reg. $154640. eete 7.864836

68% eff tell clothing, outerweor, slacks.
sportswear. Orig. S22-S90, sete $11446

S*% off fashion watches. Leather, metal,
ptestk. Reg. $124110. sete $8.46477

88% off knit and woven tops.
Orig. $16430. sete I2.664IS

28% eff entire stock of ties.
Reg. $13. sale 10.40

38% eff fleece tops and pants.
Orig. S12-S16. sete *.48-l 1.2*

St % eff Mocy's Own brand foshion jewelry.
Reg. S5-S20. sete S.S64I4

Young Men's (0274/1 (3/104/1 Of).

28% eff fashion pearls by Marvtllo
Reg. $5-27.50. sete $4432

Boy's

28% eff ladies leather gloves, lined
andunlined. Reg. S27-S54. sete 13.66-37.8*
36% eff lodies' ten hots. Wool. Many styles.
Reg. $16-670, sete 13.S0-J2.S0

48% off lightweight ond heavyweight
outerwear. 620. Orig. $24-580. sete S1S44S
88% eff entire stock boys 4-7 outerwear.
Reg. 533 549. sete $384448

36% eff entire stock of woven tops, including
fall/holiday clearance merchandise S-M-l.
3 13. leg'Orig 514-532, sole $7-22.50

38%-66% eff ladies' warm knit sets.
Reg. $6444. sole 3.46442

34% eft entire nock of knit ond woven tops.
S-M-l. Reg. 8.99-150. sate 4.2*434

36% eff ticket price of selected outerwear.
5-13. Reg. S394I7S, sale 2t.SD-122.St

St% eff entire dept. better handbags.
Reg. $29486, sate 17.50-41 .M

36% off orig. price ftennel and wool blend
poms. Reg. 39.99-540. sate Sit

68% eff Shetland crewneck sweaters by Pandora and Hewlett. S-M-l. Orig. SIS. sale 69

26%-48% eft lodies' woven mufflers. 100%
acrylk. Reg. $12 $15. sole 7.24-11.25

H%al olreody reduced Chouse blouses.
Sizes 6-16. Orig. 29.9944*. sate IS.96-z6.it

68% eff novelty and busk fleece tops
Orig. 13.99428. sete 66414

48% off ladtes' palmed knit ond vinyl driving
gloves. Reg. $7417. sete 4.29-10.20

W%-75% off coordtnates. •omtter. Seprets.
Regatta, more. Fell styles. Sizes 616.

88% off entire stack of tenter dresses.
3-13. Reg. $24 $92 sale ti.S6-6U6

38% eff entire stock animal slippers, worm-up
boots. Reg. 7.99434. sete 5*0 23.**

11% eff entire stock polyester end cotton
blouses, shirts. Reg. 13.99-29.90,
sete9.79-S6.99
Young Collector (0*47/44*/444/l4*/44l).

38% off status bask jeans. Jordoche, Sosson,
Klein. Vonderbih. Reg. $30440. sole 631426

21% eft Mocy's Clubhouse hosiery. Entire
stock. Reg. 1.29-3.50. sete $11.**

46% eff Great Plains "Buffalo'' corduroy leans
8-14 rag., slim, 29-30W. Orig. $1941*.
$••1148

M%-JD% eff selected octtveweor. Tomboy.
others. Reg. $12438. sate $9428

28% off all anklets, sport socks and knee
highs. Reg. 175-528. sete 2.66431
Accessories (D*24/42»/*/4J0/17/54/4/449).

21% eff lee cotton denim jeans. (-14 rag..
slim, 25-30W Reg. $20434. sete $18418
Steys(05»/72/74/67T).

Plaza

lS%-3*% eff selected coordinates, reteted
separates. Reg $16464, sete $1344*
$4%-44% eff entire stock foil and holiday ■
dress pants. Orig. $18439, sete 13.99-14.99

25% off 100% stretch polyester pools by
Ferah. Reg. S22-S23. sate Ii.s6-I7.is

15% -17% eff all Polmetto's ond Cheeno's
corduroy pants. Orig. $20433. sete 14.99-19.99

§•% «m WOVtA tWfrt, OXfOfOt, pWIOt.
Reg. $16422, sete 8»-l 1.99

Juniors (Dl 33/89/119/635/265/1 IS/1157245/
234/418/314/217/405/220).

25% eff Josephine blouses. 100% polyester
Sizes US. Reg. 624-632. sale $18436
36% eff fall separates, Hoggor end others.
Orig S2S-S60. sate 11.99-J9.99
S6%-16% elf Fundamental Things pants.
Reg. S2S-S37, sate 19.99
It % -41 % err wool blend skirls. Sol Ids. tweeds,
plaids. 616. Orig. 636434, sate li.99-19.99
l*%-4*%eff novelty toppers and blazers.
616. Orig. 49.994*0, sate M.99 -*49

mmS

26%46% eft dressy blouses.
Reg. $20430. sete $1*

M% off olreody reduced Clubhouse blouses.
4 16. Georgette, crepe de chine styles.

S6% eff llyse Andrews polyester blouses.
Sizes 616. Reg. S34-S30. sale SH-SIS

.'. -V [H IK I""1i-. i

Westport

66% eff already reduced updoted sportswear.
Orig. SI0-S70. selel.7S-2i.25

MS off already reduced Clubhouse sweaters.
S-M-l. Reg. SIMM, sate 59 S3*
Clubhouse (Dl76/646/676/67S).

30%-50% off

50% off

Young Collector (OM2).

45%-60% oH all already reduced tell sportswear, t-16. Famous moker wools, blends.

16% eff spring career coordinates
White Stag. mere. Sizes 8-18.

■sunn's rum.

Young Collector denim. Toko 30% off
the ticket price I 5-pocket bosks, baggies and trousers in cotton and cotton
blonds. Indigo, stripes, chocks and
belted stylos. Rag. $23437, sole
li.10-25.90

66% eff holiday separates. Orig.
S20-S40.sote7.S6-SlS

St%-M% a*} crape de chine I Georgette
blouses. Reg. S20440. sate 614-63*

It CHNICIANS

30% off

25%effMordi Modes polyester blouses. Solid
caters. 618. Reg. 636428. sate SS6411
11% eff 100% cotton sweoters. Sol Ids and
•tripes. S-M-l. leg. S26-S50. sole I9.99-S3*
P ten (oe»/l09/eS/**/*4).

Intimate
28% eff entire stock of parities, bikinis,
hipsters, briefs. Reg. S2-S7. sate 1.464.6*
36% eff Seeno and Vaesorette doyweor.
Reg. 7.50-13.50. sole Si-irt*
28% eff Werners doyweor. Reg. 10.90,
sete 1.4641*
88% eff already reduced robes, steepwear.
Jennifer Date. Miss Elaine, Bared.
Orig. $18478. sale 14*44.99
2*% eff oil foundations, basic ond
contemporary. Reg. $5438. sete $4-32 46

tnttmete (0442/34/334/1 M/iOO/44/
7/268/133/237).

Men's
64% eff polyester tilted lockets. 38-46.
S-M-l-XI. Orig. $79490. sete $49469

2S%4»% off long sleeve woven sport shirts.
Orig. $9415, sete $649.
24%-4*% eff all sweaters, sizes 4 to 30.
Orig. $9440. sete $6434
48% eff Farah dress stocks, sizes 8 to 14
rag. 8 slim. Orig. 520 522 sete$6-64*
26% eff Great Plains ''Buffalo'' leans, foshion
denim. 8-14 reg.. slim ond 25-30W.
Reg. $11413. sete 646-9.76

Girts/lnfanfs
38% eff girls 4-14 Jordoche jeans. Denim.
Reg. 18.99430. sole 18.19434

4*% eff entire stock long sleeve sportshirts.
Reg. $16446. sete 9.66-046

38% eff girts 4-14 lee |eom. 100% cotton
denim Reg. 13.99427. sete 1t.3t-11.il

49% -5*% eff already reduced polyester/cotton
dress shirts. Orig. $19431. sete 1648-144S

*»% err olreody reduced wintef ci*x>fOoce
pteywear. Inf. 6 to 24. Toddler 2 la 4. Orig.
$6426. sate $3-1446

26% eff entire stock of Arrow solid dress
shiris. Reg. $16421. sete I246-16.S8
21% eff entire stock men's hats, mufflers.
scarves, lag. $6432, sete 646-2648
25% eff entire stock of wool and wool knit
ties. Reg. $8-14.90. sete St-IM*
4t%4*% ell olreody reduced fall stocks.
Polyester end blends. 32-42W.
'26% eff Hoggor polyester stripe separatee.
Reg. $26480. sate 19484*6
M% eff Forohond Hoggor polyester stocks.
Navy, black, brown, more. Reg. $20, sate $1*
25% eff HogeorExpondomotlc slocks. 100%
polyester. 32-42W. Reg. $26. sate 194*

36% off olreody reduced girls 4-14 worm
or. Orig. $11 -629. sale $6416
24% eff olreody reduced girls 4-6X. 7-14
acrylk sweaters. Orig. $10424. sete Sill 1.14
3«% eff olreody reduced girts 4-14 winter
outerwear. Orig. $404*9. sate 3346461
2a>% tin oil stretch »*eeperv
Reg. 7.99413. sete 5.99-9.75
J*% eff intents and toddler blanket
sleepers. Reg. $6412, sate 646448
Add 31% eff already reduced merchonoW
Sizes 4-14. Reg. $8434. sate 446-1244
C4rte/lntonts/Toddtors (051/37/1*4/
43/37/*l/*S/«0).

macys

Men's (Dl O2/37/39/»/**0/*71 /3I /113/613)

•state/world—
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Judge to serve jail sentence for drunken driving
TOLEDO (AP) - A federal Judge
was found guilty of drunken driving
yesterday and will begin serving a
three-day jail term next week.
U.S. District Judge Nicholas
Walinski entered a no contest plea
before Toledo Municipal Judge
Charles Abood, who found Walinski
guilty.
Amid heavy security in the court-

room, Walinski appeared with his
lawyer, Jon Richardson, who told
Abood that Walinski was a first offender and was fully insured.
Abood sentenced Walinski to three
days in the Toledo House of Corrections, fined him $300 and suspended
his driver's license for 60 days, except
for work privileges.
Walinski, a federal judge since being appointed in 1970 by President

Nixon, had no comment upon leaving
court. His lawyer said the courtroom
appearance was Walinski's choice.
"He wanted to be treated like anybody else, no special treatment,"
Richardson said.
IN EXCHANGE for the no contest
6lea, a traffic charge against
'alinski of failure to assure clear,
safe distance was dropped.

Walinski, a former Lucas County
Walinski's $300 fine was twice the walked in here Just like anybody else.
Common Pleas Court and municipal minimum for driving under the influ"Theke's been so much publicity.
court Judge, was arrested Jan. S after ence and was on the high side of the There's no sweeping things like this
a minor accident involving three cars norm, police prosecutor John Mad- under the rug anymore, Madigan
near downtown Toledo.
igan said, adding that he admired said.
Police said results of a breath test Walinski for making the pubUc court
Special arrangements will be made
showed a reading of 0.271 percent appearance.
for Walinski's security at the Toledo
alcohol level in the blood. Under Ohio
There are other ways he could workhouse, located in Whitehouse.
law, a blood alcohol level of .10 per- have done this and not appeared in
"It's not special treatment, but
cent constitutes a presumption of public," Madigan said. tHe wasn't some provisions have to be made,"
intoxication.
trying to cover anything up. He Madigan said.

Supreme Court extends reporters* privileges in courtroom
WASHINGTON (AP) - The public and
news reporters have a constitutional
right to attend Jury selection proceedings in criminal trials, the Supreme
Court ruled unanimously yesterday.
The court said trial Judges may
conduct secret jury selection only as a
last resort, and only after listing
specific reasons why such steps are
taken. When such closures take place,

the court said, transcripts of the proceedings most often should be made
public''within a reasonable time."
The decision set aside rulings that
have allowed California courts routinely to conduct secret jury selections in capital murder cases. The
decision also extended a landmark
1980 Supreme Court ruling that the
public and press have a right to attend

criminal trials even when defendants specific enough that a reviewing court
can determine whether the closure
object.
order was properly entered," he said.
"The presumption of openness may
BEFORE WEDNESDAY'S decibe overcome only by an overriding
interest based on findings that closure sion, there was confusion in lower
is essential," Chief Justice Warren courts over whether jury selection
was to be considered part of a trial or
Burger wrote for the court.
"The interest is to be articulated a pre-trial event.
In 1979, the high court ruled that a
(by a trial Judge) along with findings

defendant's right to a public trial does
not give the public and press any right
to attend pre-trial proceedings.
"The most important message this
case sends is that there's a 9-0 consensus on the Supreme Court that trial
judges must begin with the presumption of openness," said Bruce Sanford, a Washington lawyer who
represented 14 news organizations as

"friends of the court" in the case.
Jack Landau, of the Washingtonbased Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press, said, "All citizens
should be greatly encouraged .. .
that except in rare situations the
public and press have a right to know
about the personalities and views of
the jurors.'

Glenn, Mondale unite to attack Reagan
by The Associated Press
Democratic presidential
hopefuls John Glenn and
Walter Mondale, turning
their attacks on President
Reagan instead of each
other, charged yesterday
that the Republican administration doesn't care
about poor and middleclass Americans.
Mondale, concentrating
his efforts in the state that
will choose the first deleSates to the Democratic
ational Convention, told
union leaders in Iowa that

9-2
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BROKEN BOOT
153 E. WOOSTER ST.
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working Americans," who
he called the "forgotten
people of the '80s."
The Ohio senator said
the "middle class pays the
bill" while the poor benefit
from government programs and the rich benefit
from tax breaks.
"They have less instead
of more, their opportunities are being reduced, the
horizons of their life are
shrinking," he said. "They
are angry and they have a
right to be."

NURSING MAJOR APPLICATIONS
APPLICATIONS FOR NURSING MAJORS
ARE DUE TO THE COLLEGE OF HEALTH &
COMMUNITY SERVICES BY MONDAY, JAN.
23rd at 5M30 pwn. ALL PRE-NURSING
MAJORS WANTING TO GAIN ADMISSION
INTO THE NURSING MAJOR NEED TO GO
THROUGH THIS APPLICATION PROCESS.

n~;

Take your pick from our

ENTIRE STOCK
of sweaters
wools - acrylic - blends

SAVE
30% to 50%

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
UNIVERSITY COURTS
APARTMENTS
IHE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN! CLOSE TO
REC CENTER MOVIE THEATRES, INTRAMURAL FIELDS
FRATERNITY ROW BANK FAST FOODS. .AND ICE ARENA.

*Gas heat hot water and cooking
included. Tenant pays electric only
small monthly electric bill
'Spacious 2 bdrtn. apts furnished
'
pendab'le 24br maintenance
'in house laundry cent,
'Plenty of storage area
suni'

[* All Sweat Pants - $7.00
All Hooded Tops - $10.50
50% off select Jackets
I ana 3nog^>wl
!
v

t

«i;c««ju«#rt M.I

>IIU

*"90% wff"*U'*NKk»r SHtksA
Bowling Bags, Golf Clubs and!
| Covers, Batting Gloves, Ball Bats,
Baseball Shirts and Rackets

THE LOCKERROOM
109 N. MAIN 352-7197

■

•

I 520 Clouqh Phono 352-0164

~,,

,• r>

0,,IC
Office
Hrs.
q ,. .
9 5 Mon Rfi
,. 9 s

3550 SECOfl RO
T*—X>. OH»

For Information About Other Centers
In More Than 105 Major US Cities s Abroad
Outside NY State CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782

v PAGLIAI'S PIZZA
m

"Two Locations To Serve You"

EAST

352-1596

440 E. Court
11 a.m. - 9 p.m.

ital Office located in Amherst*Village

CM tf lliim 4 »■■'■■«■

UtiKartCaMK
Teat Preparation
Specialists Since 1938

525 Ridfce Si.
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nantly white school that is
now racially balanced because of federal desegregation orders.
"We do not need the cowboy definition of a man,"
he said. "We are not a man
because we can kill somebody. We are a man because we can heal
somebody. We are not a
man because we can make
a baby. We are a man
because we can raise one.''
The students stood and,
at Jackson's behest,
shouted after him: "Down
with dope. Up with hope.
My mind is a pearl. I can
do anything."

GREAT SWEATER SALE

\\

f*M)|iai

■ 'Now a

HE CALLED Reagan's
economic program 'completely irresponsible" and
said the president is to
blame for the $200 billion
deficit. "We operate as if
there is no tomorrow," he
said.
Also campaigning in the
South, the Rev. Jesse Jackson urged high school students in Baton Rouge, La.,
to abstain from alcohol and
drugs.
"His no good if the door
of opportunity is open and
Care too drunk to get
ugh the door," he told
students at Robert E. Lee
High, once a predomi-

Chilly days trill ahead — Now', the tlm.
to wrap up and save I

•ALL RUSH PARTIES
740

'

the Reagan administration
has a "cold, uncaring disregard for people who have
problems."
"We need an administration that cares again," the
former vice president told
members of Local 431 of
the United Food and Commercial Workers Union in
Davenport.
Glenn, meanwhile, told a
breakfast meeting of the
Mississippi Association of
Supervisors in Jackson
that he was concerned
about "ordinary hard-

Lasagna Dinner

$ 1.50
Happy Hours

2 p.m.-4 p.m.

„

SOUTH
945 S. Main St

FRIDAY

11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Salad & Pizza
Smorgasbord

$3.50
Happy Hours
9 p.m.-12 p.m.
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Fatties weigh in on truck scale
KANKAKEE, IU. (AP) The competitors stepped
on the scale for the prebout weigh-in, and the
pointer went to something
like 18,000 pounds.

One hundred employees
from St Mary's Hospital
and another 100 from Riverside Medical Center are
competing to see which
group can shed more fat in
eight weeks.
'

Obviously this isn't going
to be your usual fight. It's
the battle of the bulge.

On Monday, the two
groups traveled to a grain
company and, one side at a
time, stepped on the scale
normally used to weigh

The object-lose a ton of
fat.

truckloads of grain. They
will be weighed again
March 11
Hospital spokesman
Dennis Yohnka said he figures each group will aim to
lose about 1,000 pounds collectively.
The "weight-a-thon" will
benefit not only the employees who trim down,

but also the Kankakee
County Chapter of the
American Cancer Society,
which will receive money
pledged for each pound
lost.
Many doctors have
pledged money knowing
the benefits of weight loss,
Yohnka said. One doctor
offered the contestants
"another 25 (dollars) if
they'll quit smoking, too."

Koch's memoir compared to 'hell's wrath'
same thing happening in
1982," when the two were
vying for the Democratic
nomination for governor.

NEW YORK (AP) - He
made Carol Bellamy cry.
Herman Badillo twitch and
Charles Rangel sweat. He
made Jimmy Carter's face
turn gray. He is "Mayor,"
Edward Koch, author of a
forthcoming memoir that
had political New York atwitter Wednesday.
Uncorrected galley
proofs of the book, scheduled for release Feb. 1,
contain candid assessments of mayoral friends
and foes.
"There can be no doubt"
about Mario Cuomo's complicity in covert attempts
to brand Koch a homosexual during the 1977 mayoral campaign,
Koch
writes, adding, RI also hold
Cuomo responsible for the

Once, when Koch argued
with former President Carter on Israel and Medicare
policy during the presidential campaign in 1980
"Carter's face turned
a ay, and if he could've
rown me out the window
and gotten away with it, I
believe he would have."
City Council President
Bellamy "broke into tears
and left" a 1978 city budget
meeting when "her bluff
was called" by Koch.
"Now of course, she
doesn't remember that,"
he writes.

KOCH SAYS when he
told Badillo he was going to
announce the Hispanic
leader's departure as deputy mayor, "you could see
the nerve line move on his
cheek. And that is unusual." When he told Rep.
Rangel "You have —
seared my soul with your
rhetoric," Koch says, "at
that point he began to visibly sweat. And it was not
hot.

visive." As for the tears,
she said, "I remember the
meeting. I remember the
discussion. I don't remember the tears."

Reaction from some of
those mentioned in Koch's
book was swift

"There's a quote from
A.J. Parkinson: 'One
should never write a book
if one has lost an election,"' said Cuomo
spokeswoman Betsy
Weiss, who noted that
Cuomo has repeatedly denied involvement in any attempts to suggest that
Koch, a 59-year-old bachelor, was gay.

"The book should have
been subtitled, 'Hell Hath
No Fury Like a Mayor
Scorned.'" Miss Bellamy
said, calling the tome "di-

Koch wrote the book with
the help of William Rauch,
his press secretary, and is
to be published by Simon
and Schuster.

at tUKI KIWI Nt
Among the most elusive factors in the development of heart
problems is stress. Although we know that highly competitive
"Type A" adults are statistically twice as prone to coronary
disease, the precise effects of personality styles have been
unclear.
But recently Karen A. Matthews, Ph.D.. an American Heart
Association Established Investigator, conducted a fascinating
experiment that shows what happens when you're driving to get
ahead.
Thirty-three boys, ages 10-12, were categorized, using personality tests, as either "Type A" (aggressive, competitive and
impatient) or "Type B" (more placid in these areas).
Then the fun began. With electronic gear recording physical
response, the kids played a series of fast-paced video games. The
results? "Type A" subjects' blood pressures and heart rates rose
significantly higher than did the "Type_B's."
7
Knowing that stress reactions can be severe so early in life
has spurred further study of "Type A" behavior and ways to
prevent it from often causing serious health problems.
We support thousands of projects as important as this one.
But we need your help. A contribution to the American Heart
Association is an investment in research that makes a difference. Helping all of us fight cardiovascular disease. And win.

CHASING ASTEROIDS TAUGHT

ttssmwnmirc IMPORTANT ABOUT
STRESS IN REAMIFE: IT'S ALL
IN NOW YOU PLAY THE GAME.

TTT1I

TTTTT

Third Week Grand Opening
WELCOME BGSU STUDENTS,
FACULTY AND STAFF
litiriiunuiiii,
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Churchill's
1141S.MainSt.
Bowling Green

=
^;

354-2526

CHURCHILLS^

-eSS
Open 24 Hours - 7 Days a Week
A FAMILY ORGANIZATION
SINCE 1917
WE BELIEVE you'll agree, Churchill's is a unique experience in food shopping. We work to
make it that way. And, all the while, we're
committed to delivering VALUE — the best
possible quality at the lowest possible price.
But you know, there's more to value than high
quality and low prices. There's variety, convenience, and service. Efforts in all these
areas combine to bring you the most value for
your grocery dollar. It's the kind of value you
get at CHURCHILL'S. And that's a promise.

Walter A. Churchill
WALTER A. CHURCHILL. SR. CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
WALTER A. CHURCHILL, JR., PRESIDENT
CHURCMLL'S SUPER MARKET. INC. • 5700 MONROE STREET • SYLVAMA, OHIO 415*0 • 41S/SU-O0S1

' WERE FIGHTING FORKXJRUFE

^ American Heart Association
RUSH«RUSH*RUSH*RUSH*RUSH*RUSH*RUSH>RUSH*RUSH«BUSH*RUSH*RUSH*RUSH^
t/»

Premature birth is the
leading cause of newborn
illness and death In the
U.S. Some 250,000 babies
are born prematurely each
year. The March of Dimes
is working to prevent
Srematurity and other
ealth threats to babies
before and after birth.
The March of Dimes
saves babies. You can
help.

PHI-KAPPA-PSI
FRATERNITY ON THE MOVE!

FEATURING
• QUALITY - from truly home-made baked goods to the
finest in deli trays...you'll find it at Churchill's.
• VARIETY • for that unique ingredient in that very special
recipe . . . you'll find it at Churchill's.
• SERVICE • from unloading your purchases to carrying
them out to your car. . . all with a smile at Churchill's.
• VALUE - for everyday low prices in brand name products
. . . you'll find it at Churchill's.
Pick up our value-filled In-store circular and
enjoy a cup of our Coffee Churchlllian.

Come and meet the Brothers of the fastest
growing fraternity on campus.

V

Support

<§) Marchof Dimes

•

F»YB0

Rush Starts Tonight 7:30 PAA

POP

■* »RUSH»RUSH«RUSH» KUSH»RUSH»RUSH«RU5H«RUSH»RUSH»RUSH»KUSH»RUSH» g

s lor $1.00

BASH RIPROCK'S'BASH RIPROCK'S'BASH RIPROCK'S'BASH RIPROCK'S' BASH RIPROCK'S'BASH RIPROCK'S'BASH RIPR

BASH RIPROCK'S
Delivery Hours:
5 PM - Close Daily

128 W. WOOSTER
•_. «*«/%
JD4-J4JV

Sunday: Noon-11 PM
Mon-Wed: 11 AMI 1PM
Thurs-Fri-Sat: 11 AM-11 PM

"WHERE YOU ALWAYS GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY"

DINNER SPECIAL
BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
BUY ANY DINNER ENTREE OR SPECIALTY ITEM AT REG.
PRICE. . .GET ONE OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE FREE.

EAT IN • CARRY OUT • DELIVERY
EXPIRES

JAN. 24. 1984

0 BASH RIPROCK'S'BASH RIPROCK'S'BASH RIPROCK'S'BASH RIPROCK'S'BASH RIPROCK'S'BASH RIPROCK'S* BASH •

Regular or Diet
pA*0

16 oz. non-returnables

Prices effective thru Sunday January 22, 1984 Quanity rights reserved, none sold to dealers, i

We wish you a Very Happy New Year!
.

We believe in value!

—

—

^

Churchill's
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New drug treats victims with stroke paralysis
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. (AP) - Four
of eight people who suffered a rare
stroke for which there is now no
treatment bad some recovery from
paralysis with a new experimental
drug, a researcher says.
Dr. Frank Yatsu of the Texas
Health Science Center in Houston said
the drug must be given within 24
hours of a stroke to be effective.
Because of the early success with
the drug, called prostacyclin, a largescale trial of its effectiveness has

been started by Yatsu and colleagues
at four other institutions in the United
States.
On Tuesday, at a science writers'
seminar sponsored by the American
Heart Association, Yatsu described
the case of a man who had lost
movement on his right side and could
not talk following a stroke.
The man was given prostacyclin 22
hours after the stroke, and within
minutes was talking and moving his
right side.

Prostacyclin should be administered as soon as possible after a
stroke, Yatsu said, because once
brain tissue dies the resulting damage
cannot be corrected. Such tissue
death can occur in minutes.
In the case of the man whose recovery Yatsu described, the brain tissue
had become inactive because blood
supply was sharply reduced. But apparently enough blood kept the brain
cells alive.
Some 500,000 Americans have

strokes each year, the American
Heart Association says. But only 50 to
60 percent of the victims have the kind
of strokes that can be treated with
prostacyclin, Yatsu said.
Those strokes are caused by a blood
clot in the neck or the brain that
blocks blood flow to a part of the
brain, thus threatening to kill brain
tissue. Other strokes caused by leakage of blood into the brain or by a clot
that travels from the heart to the

brain are treated by surgery and
otter means, Yatsu said.
Prostacyclin is a natural substance
produced in blood vessel walls. Its
function is to help regulate blood
clotting.
The discovery of prostacyclin was
reported in 1976 and earned its discoverers the Nobel Prize.

and forming clots, according to
Yatsu. It also causes tiny capillaries
to open slightly, easing vhe passage of
blood.
Two years may be required before
the trial of . prostacyclin shows
whether the drug is useful, Yatsu
said. If the drug is found to be effective, Yatsu expects that paramedics
will be trained to administer it intravenously as soon as they reach a
stroke victim.

Prostacyclin acts as a kind of "oil"
that prevents blood cells called platelets from sticking to blood vessels

Talks on Zimmer plant completion resumed
■;:

CINCINNATI (AP) -With the nuclear power industry reeling from
several recent setbacks, three partner Ohio utilities met again yesterday
to discuss whether to complete their
stalled William H. Zimmer Nuclear
Power Station.
But before meeting behind closed
doors, officials of the utilities were
tight-lipped about what they would
discuss.
"I do not expect any statement to be
forthcoming from the meeting," said
Bruce Stoecklin, spokesperson for

Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co., the
managing partner.
The Zimmer plant originally was
supposed to cost $240 million. Ten
years later, the still unfinished plant's
costs have hit $1.7 billion. Contractors
now estimate it will cost up to $3.5
billion to complete work.
Yesterday's meeting foUawed several nuclear power developments, including:
•Public Service Co. of Indiana's
decision Monday to abandon its unfinished, $7 billion Marble Hill nuclear

Good Values Every
Day lor Family,
Home, Auto & Farm

plant because the utility said it could
not afford to finish it.
•The Nuclear Regulatory Commission's refusal last week to grant an
operating license for the nearly completed, $3.35 billion Byron nuclear
plant near Rockford, 111.
•A Cincinnati City Council committee on Tuesday urging the three Zimmer partners to give up on the
project
OFFICIALS OF Cincinnati Gas &
Electric, which owns 40 percent of

Andersons

Zimmer, have been lobbying to com- dent, said Tuesday he expects Uie
plete Zimmer as a nuclear plant.
Zimmer partners, which together
But the Dayton Power ft Light Co., serve about 1.1 million electricity
which owns 31.5 percent, wants to customers, will reach their decision
convert Zimmer to gas and coal be- within the next few weeks.
cause it would be quicker and
In November 1962, the NRC halted
cheaper. Columbus and Southern,
owner of 28.5 percent of Zimmer, has all safety-related construction at Zimmer in light of allegations about imnot taken a public stand.
proper welding techniques and
Robert Buerger, a DPftL vice presi- Inadequate record-keeping on piping
dent, refused to predict what would be welds in the plant's reactor safety
systems. The NRC ban still stands
discussed yesterday.
while CG&E awaits NRC approval of
William Dickboner. CGftE's presi- new proposals for verifying construc-

tion Quality and for completing construction.
Dickhoner said CG&E's yardsticks
for deciding Zimmer's fate are economics ana how best to meet the
consumers'power demands.
DP&L officials say that Zimmer
should first be converted to a natural
gas-fired, five-boiler plant to begin
producing power in 28 months at a
cost of $350 million, not including
interest expenses. Then, they say, the
plant can gradually be converted to
coal, one boiler at a time, as environmental approvals are obtained.

General Store

518 Illinois Ave., Maumee • Mon.-Sat. 8-9 • Sun. 10-5

New phone number: 891-2700

Brings Good Things
To
MIDNITE SHOW

FRIDAY a SATURDAY
Only
$1.50

CINEMA 18 2

laawarWafprafM
lie no room for an

99.83

JOHN SAV
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Amateur @

26.89

AM/FM Stereo Radio
Cassette Recorder
#RX-5015

Mini AM/FM Electronic
Digital Clock Radio
#7-4630

THURSDAY STUDENTS
WITH VALID It8
ONLY $1.00
DIRTY HARRY IS AT IT
AGAIN FOR A 6th WEEK

CINIMA 18. 2

AM/FM Stereo Headeet
Radio with Belt Clip
•7-1600

•••i
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CLA-ZEL

PORTABLE TV

45.5

79.86

Two-Speed Mlcrocaasette Recorder
Great lor the
classroom.
#3-5335

12" Portable Black
and White Television
•BT120A/Y

A — of a package
"eooucrax".

76.84

Clock Radio Telephone
Pushbutton pulse dialing phone with
tone feedback, lighted keypad, ringer on-off and volume control, redlal
and mute. Touch'n Set clock AMFM radio. #7-4700

Lee Rider ESP stretch rinsed denim leans 86% cotton/34% Fortral polyester

22.88

Mem Regular Fit Boot
Flare
Waist sizes 34 - 50.

•204-2046

All Star Pro Leather Oxford
Basketball Shoe*
Men's sizes 6Vi to 13.
#187*4

36.78

24.88

Me. Lee Juntore and
Misses Straight Leg
Sizes 3 -15 and 6 -18 in
regular lengtha.

#302/#3O5-1746

All Star Pro Leather
Hl-Cut
Men's sizes 6V4 to 13.
#19791

Lea Rider pre-washed straight leg Jeans —
100% cotton, 14 02. heavyweight denim.

16.99

Mene Jeans
Waist sizes 29-36.
#2000147

12.88

Boys and Olrfe
Boys sizes 4 - 7, girls
sizes 4 - 6X
#510/#53f>0147

14.88

GENURte

FEATURETTE

S2 0FF
Any large pizza
with one or more items •
ke^^u^* Free Delivery
pCKS**"^'oNE COUPON PER PIZZA
^*o#tN 4 P.m. OOOD THRU MM4
352-5166
Voted Best Pizza In B.C.

19.88

Me. Lee Juniors and
Mleaee
Sizes 3 -15 and 6 - 18 In
regular lengths.
#302/#305-8749

Boys and Qlrla
Boys sizes 8 -14, and
gins sizes 7 -14.
#520/#540-0147

AT

MICKEY'S 7:30 4 9:15
CHRISTMAS
CAROL

TH€

Lee jeans are for the whole family, all year 'round.

29.52

ALL SEATS ANYTIME
ONLY $1.00

COUPON*

91 OFF
Any medium pizza
with one or More items
ILy**

Fr eD l,

»

» very

PS8^'4 p.m. OOOD THRU HS-S4

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

'OPIN

352-5166

Voted Best Pizza In B.C.

sports

Falcons nip Western
in defensive battle

NCAA Rulemakers should take a break
Sometimes the NCAA Rules Com- scinding one of the major ones, Just
mittee reminds me of the story my four weeks after the season started.
THE THREE were the Jim Valvano
father used to tell about the bouncer,
back when I was a kid tending bar in rule, which was later rescinded, the
Rockaway Beach.
Patrick Ewing rule, and the Al McAbout every third week, if things Guire rule. The last two are Okay, but
were quit, the bouncer would start a the Valvano rule was dead wrong
fight, just so the guy that owned the from the start. A dunkirk for college
place would think we needed him. It's basketball, that I predicted wouldn't
like that with the Rules Committee. be around for the opening of the 1984Sometimes it seems like they change 85 season.
rules Just for the sake of change.
I give the Rules Committee credit
I've always said, hey, if some- for rectifying their mistake so
thing's not broken, don't fix it. We've
got a same that's flying high on two
networks, and whatever cable, or box
office you want to mention. It's got
excitement, thrills, roller coaster
emotion, it shimmers like the jello
when you shake the dish.
So why change it?
UnlbedWSay
This year, the Rules Committee
People Helping People
made two major changes and one
minor one. And then ended up re-

overall before a sparse showing of
1,279.
Colin Irish led BG with 14 points
and seven rebounds, while Faine
and Taylor added 12 apiece, with
David Jenkins chipping in with 10.
Eley led the Broncos with 17
points. But the Falcons held freshman Booker James, who is averaging 15.8 points per game, to only
six.
"Yes, I felt fortunate (about the
win)" Weinert said. "I felt fortunate lots of times last year too.
We've only put two good nalves of
basketball together once, and that
was against Ohio State."
The Broncos got a late start out
of the blocks in the first half, with
BG opening up a 16-6 lead with
11:18 remaining in the half. The
Falcons held two other 10 point
leads in the first half, before the
Broncos steadily started to close
the margin.
"In the second half we got the
kind of shots we wanted out of our
offensive dub," WMU Veraon
Paine said. "BG loves the offensive
conversions. They love to run transition games. We didn't want to
give them that. We wanted to take
away their 'ast break opportunity.

ByTomHlsek
sports editor

KALAMAZOO, Mich. - If Piecaso were to paint a scene from
last night's Bowling Green - Western Michigan encounter, he
wouldn't have labeled it a masterpiece. Vet, the Falcons managed to
come away from the snowy confines of Read Field House with a 5H54 victory.
The Falcons led 30-23 at the
Intermission. But the Broncos
steadily kept chipping away at the
BG lead with the help of several
Falcon miacues throughout the second half.
WMU tied the game at 54 with
1:36 remaining when Kelvin Oliver
scored from close range. BG's
Keith Taylor then responded with a
long Jumper from outside with 1:10
left on the clock to give the Falcons
the margin of victory.
The Broncos called a timeout
with 36 seconds remaining, but
after inbounding, WMU kept the
ball above the key for most of the
remaining time. Cordell Eley finally let fly with a 22-footer with
:03 remaining. The shot fell short
with BG getting the ball on a quick
Jump calf BG's Bill Faine was then
fouled and made both ends of a oneand-one for the Falcons' final
points.
"Our trouble right now is that
we're Just putting the ball on the
floor too much," BG coach John
Weinert said. "Some times it
seems like we have two or three
guys running a passing offense and
two or three guys running a shooting offense. That Just doesn't
work."
BG NEVER trailed in upping it's
Mid-American Conference record
to 3-2, 10-4 overall. The Broncos
dropped to 2-3 in the MAC, 4-9

FIGHTING
FOR
\OUR
UFE

«>

A

athy
Smithy-Rahe added 12 and
11 respectively. The loss
leaves the Falcons with a
2-S conference record and
6-7 overall. WMU is now at
3-2 and M overall.

' ma Bowfvictory over CalState Fullerton.

A pair of short touchdown runs by Dairy 1 Richardson, two Vince Scott
field goals and a defense
that limited Cal-State Fullerton to three second half
points carried the Northern Illinois Huskies to a 2013 victory over PCAA
Champion Fullerton in California Bowl HI on Dec. 17,
in Fresno, Cal.

Lee Corso, coach of Indiana of the Big Ten for 10
years before he was fired
in 1962, was named Tuesday as head coach of
Northern Illinois. He
signed a five-year conract
at a reported $50,000 a year
to coach at the MAC
school.

Northern Illinois head
football coach Bill Mallory
was named head coach at
Indiana University.

briefs

Entries for basketball
and independent hockey
are now available from
fraternity and residence
hall athletic chairmen and
at the IM office, 201 Memo-

I

$5.00
FOR LARGE 1 ITEM

I

PIZZA

^^

Expires Feb. 1,19S4

1

SUB-ME-QUICK
HAS MOVED TO A NEW
CONVENIENT LOCATION
TO BETTER SERVE YOU!

SUPER SUB WEEKEND
IT'S YOUR OPTION
GET ONE FREE SUPER SUB
with the purchase of
two super subs
at regular price
-ORwith the purchase of
Eat in
one super duper sub
Expires
carry out
at regular price
1/24/84
onl
only

MS High St. - Rental Ottlc.
■
Lotmtud ef Hum OWrywoeaf Homlth fee
■tlOfl* 352-9378
MM - 4:30 Monday - Friday

Features:
2 bedroom- carpeted S> furnlilted
Oea heat - gas cooking
(Landlord peyi gas)
Laundry area* In each building
Resident! pay only lights
Loti of deeet space
1 1/2 both

Special Features

* Hydro Spa Whirlpool

* Indoor Heated Pool

* Sun Lamas
* Shower manage
* Complete Exercise Facilities end Equipment

Other Rentals
Houses, efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished A Unfurnished

FEATURING FRESHLY BAKED
GOODS AND SPECIALTY
SANDWICHES.

rial Hall. Entries are due
Jan. 24 and play begins
Jan. 30.Students interested
in officiating IM basketball
for pay should contact the
IM office.

(OLD FINDER'S RECORDS)
1432 E. WOOSTER
NEXT TO FALCON PLAZA

f Plan now for the 1984MSchool Year
Meadow view Court
Apartments
214 Napoleon Road

Bowling Green, OH

352-1195

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•all utilities included *gas heat •laundry
facilities • drapes • carpet • party & game
room • swimming pool • sauna
$270-furnished $250-unfurnished

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

$2B0-furnished $265-unfurnished Plus Gas & Electric
Landlord pays water & sewage

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-furn!shed $200-unfurnished
all utilites included separate bedroom

Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa with lease.

Apartments Available for Spring Semester

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
RUSH DATES

s
Ml

<

s
m

<

JAN. 19 - MAKE YOUR OWN SUNDAE
WITH OUR LIL' SISSES
JAN. 24 - MEET THE PHI MU &
DG DANCERS/DOOR PRIZES WILL BE
AWARDED.
JAN. 26 - MOVIE NIGHT WITH OUR
LIL' SISSES
JAN. 31 - PIZZA NIGHT
FROM 7:30-9:30 p.m.
| CONKLIN |

2
m

*

5
1
i

ATO

President
Vice President
Rush Chairman
Treasurer
Assistant Treasurer
Recorder
Correspondent

Mike Bowman
Scott Mesel
Roger Stewart
Bill Cunningham
Sonny Tobias
Scott Kramer
Bill Kirkwood

m

<

M
m

5

5
a
M
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THANKS TO THE OLD
OFFICERS FOR A JOB WELL
.

ATfi

ATS2

is proud to
announce our newly elected
Executive Officers

Ml

M

LET US DELIVER TO YOU!
RECEIVE A FREE 32 oz. PEPSI
with any two sub delivery
limit two drinks per delivery
OFFER EXPIRES 1/25/84

Leasing For Fall 1984
Preferred Properties Co.

Di Benedetto's
Deli-Restaurant

H

The Valvano rule called for two free
throws to h" awarded for each common foul committed within the last
two minutes of the second half and
entire overtime periods, if the bonus
rule was in effect It was an overreaction, because last year, in North
Carolina State's Cardiac Run to the
National Championship, Coach Valvano won six or seven games by
having his players intentionally foul
opposing teams that were leading in
see MCOQIRE poge 10

All residents will be granted membership ta Health Spa. A new facility
which he* been built A features the following:

WE WELCOME YOU TO VISIT
OUR NEWLY NAMED...

DEXTEKS <j> ^"1 j
510 E. WOOSTER ST.

place.

Piedmont 8th & High St.
■Irchwood Place - 650 Sixth St.
Small Bldgi. . Manvllla Between
6th & 7th St.

S

^^

•75111 -V

* metot Sauna

BG women lose to Western
The 48-year old Mallory
compiled a 99-50-1 record
in 14 years as coach et
Miami of Ohio, Colorado
and NIU. This season he
led the Huskies to a MidAmerican Conference
^wJth^a9-2

quickly. But the point is, it was a
mortal sin to adopt the rule in the first

Apartment Complexes
Haven Hews*

WE'RE

"ON OFFENSE we were patient. If you are patient against
most defenses, those defenses
break down and you will get a good
shot."
Brian Miller helped spark the
Falcons as the game progressed
in the second half, hitting three
straight baskets in a 2:30 span to
keep BG one step ahead of the
Broncos. Miller finished with eight
points and nine assists.
"I felt I had to get something
going," Miller said. "They were
backing off of me and I just felt I
had to hit it."

Bowline Green women's
basketball team lost to
Western Michigan last
night 72-80. The Falcons
snot 36 percent from the
field and made Just two of
10 free throws.
BG was led by Cary Mc-

bg news/January 19,19M 9
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Falcon's Kane helps continue winning ways
by Stove Qulnn
sports reportef

For Dan Kane, winning is nothing
new. Since joining the Falcon hockey
team two years ago, the junior center
iceman has been on two Central Collegiate Hockey Association
championship teams.
Kane has done his share to see that
the Falcons did win those two
championships. Last year he earned
second team all-CCHA honors, and
this season he's the team's leading
scorer.
However, for Kane, winning dates
back to youth hockey in New York
when he played for championship
teams until he was 16.
Then Kane decided to play in Canada for the Nepean Rangers, again
leading his team to a Tier II Junior A
league championship. In his final
year with the Rangers Kane had 25
goals and 47 assists, totaling 72 points.
"I come from a town of 3,000 (Clinton, N.Y.), and the level of hockey
just is not as good there," Kane said.
'You have to go where the level of
hockey is better."
Lately, no matter where Kane has
gone to play he has made the best of
the situation. In the last three weeks
Kane has been Bowling Green's
player-of-the-week twice, and two
weeks ago he shared CCHA player-ofthe-week honors with Michigan

State's Dan McFall and Ferris State's
PaulCoutre.
FT WAS his four goal performance
during the Key Bank tournament in
Lake Placid, N.Y. that helped earn
his first player-of-the-week honors.
Kane scored two goals in the opening
round 6-4 victory over Cornell, and
both goals in the 2-0 victory over
Clarkson, giving the Falcons first
place in the tournament.
After the win against Clarkson
awards were plentiful for Kane. He
first received an award that went to
every Falcon on the team for placing
first in the tourney. Kane, along with
teammates Dave Ellet, and Gary
Kruzich was then selected to the alltournament team. He collected his
third award when he was named the
tournament's most valuable player.

next day Kane collected another assist
THE FOLLOWING week BG took
to the road again and went to Big
Rapids, Mich., to play Ferris State,
where he earned nis second nomination for player-of-the-week. In the
series against the Bulldogs, Kane
tallied three times, two of the goals
being crucial to the final outcome.

In the first game ' • only scored
once, but it was the game winner.
Kane's third of the year and second
since returning from his short
Christmas break, the following day he
tallied twice in a 5-5 tie, scoring the
tying goal.
"Danny's goal was a great individual effort," BG coach Jerry York said
after the second game in the FSC
series. "I thought he really had a good
"It (playing in Lake Placid) was series for us. He has been playing well
important for me because my parents all year. Even when he wasn't scoring
don't get to see me play that much he was still playing well. He is just
anymore," Kane said. "This is also a capitalizing on his chances now."
prestigious tournament. It's important for us to win these non-league
That is exactly what Kane has been
games. It was good experience for us doing almost the entire year - capitalto play on the big ice.
izing. In 24 games, Kane has scored in
With the tournament tucked away 20, and is currently riding a ninethe Falcons resumed CCHA play in game scoring streak. On the year he
Ann Arbor, Mich., against the Univer- has 16 goals and 22 assists for a team
sity of Michigan and Kane did not high 38 points.
take a rest. He recorded two more
And it Kane continues to capitalize
goals and two assists in the series it could be a long weekend for future
opener to lead BG to an 8-2 win. The BG opponents.
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Escape attempt!
Dan Kane (7)

VJOCIC

tries to elude Lake Superior's Dean Dixon (4) during action against the Laker*.

MCGCIIRE from page9

the last two minutes, figuring their
players would miss the front naif of
the one-and-one.
THE REASON for this rule was to
foil that strategy, and to take the
pressure off an official having to call
an intentional foul. But if the intentional foul was such great strategy, then
the leading team would be doing it
too. And hey. it's never been easy to
ref, but the Rules- Committee
shouldn't be trying to do their job.
Basketball will always be a judgement call, a roller coaster, up and
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE

down type sport where things happen
in an instant.
Plus, there's something about the
young kid setting up there, having to
make the first snot of a one-and-one,
that puts goosebumps on your arms.
And officials will always be the
enemy in hoops. It's like the Christians and the Dons, it never changes.
I think the Rules Committee should
meet only every second year. I believe the Valvano episode shows we're
tampering too quickly with the rules
changes. Experiments should run two

Senior Meetings
Jan 25(26. 1964
Moahngs al 4 30. 5.30. 6 30 In lha
Second Floor Lounge ol me Student
SerWcea Bufcang
Fob 1, 11 30 am Interviewing
4.30 pm. Resumes
Fob 2. 11 30 am IToaumes
4 30 p m Interviewing
Feb 7, 6.00 pm Job Searching
On Your Own
Semews we be nek) ai the Second
Floor Lounge ol the Student Services
fluaang
4catk> , Inc.
Women In Con
Meetlng-BGSU Gradual* Panel
speaks on How to Oet • Job.' Wed..
Jan. 25 at 7:00 pm In the Aaaembly
nOom/KcFell Center.

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

LOST AND FOUND
FOUNO 6 wk ok) Kitten, near bua
attkon Very cute, wht with grey
apota H you wutd eke to adopt, cal
352-5412

RIDES

SERVICES OFFERED
Ruffles Sewxig A Alterettona
Letters & awgraaa on lackets ft
sweaters Al garments must be
clean 352-7268

The sisters of Alpha Delta PI want to
welcome everyone back to BG ft wish
them good luck & have a great semester

Need help m piano or music theory
Reasonable Rates
Cat 352-3814

QasS Lea Cord ft Denim
Now $18 95 - $25 05
Jeans N THnge-531 RMge St

PERSONALS

DELTA TAU DELTA
PMetl Tonne
7 30-9 30
The Fraternity thai Deiea to be
Different-

RUSH PI KAPPA PHI
Tonight II Plaza Night Hi NE Com■none 7:30 9:30 ft meet a PI Kapp.
you'll be gssd you dkL

Guys Lee Cords ft Dsnima
Now $14 95 $17 95
Jeans N' TUngs 531 F-Jge St

FU RUSH tonight 7-9 with Oamma
Phi Seta Sorority. Call 354-1021 lor
does. FU Houee: ell Thutstln.

Have a case ol the entoys
HAPPY HOUR everyday 4-9pm
DOWNTOWN-BUOWEISER

Accudert darts ft accessories Dart
league now forming at Purcea'a Bale
Shop 131 W Wooatet 352 6264

RUSH PI KAPPA PHI
Tonight It's Pins Night In NE Commons 7:30-9:30 ft meet a PI Kapp.
you'll be glad yon end.

PERSONAL COLOR ANALYSIS
a hers at the
Powder Puff 352-6225
Make Up Bonus

Jan 19. 1964
The UrWverehy necssasM lonkcsi
wMt be holding Senior Meetings I
seminars on resume writing ft InterWowing In accordance wNh tho
tc4lowlng schedule

years, and only in one conference.
The Ewing rule is that the t-shirt
must be the same color as the uniform, and there will be no markings
on the t-shirt. It's called the Patrick
Ewing rule because the last two years
Ewing wore a t-shirt with a Nike
emblem on the arm. That's a no-no, so
the committee passed the t-shirt rule.
LOTS OF players have to wear tshirts because the material of the
uniform irritates their skin and creates rashes. But the rule was passed
to stop the wearing of Nike. It seems

ATTENTION EVERYONE WHO ORDERED BQSU MOM ft BGSU DAD
SWEATSHRTS LAST TOURS AND
FBI. YOU CAN PICK THEM UP
WEDS
12/14 IN THE BA BLDG
FOYER FROM 1-4 PLEASE BRING
Y0URR6CEPT
MUSH PI KAPPA PM
Tonight It's Plua Night In NE Commons 7.30-0:30 ft meet a PI Kapp.
yee'l be gaad you old.
•AISHStOEP
TOMOHT
7J04M0
DCLTA TAU DELTA
ReekTonMe

730-9 30
"The Frelernlty that Dares to be
OWerenf
BE ADVENTUROUS Study and
travel The National Student Exchange Program otters you the opportunity to aluoy at one ol 69
coeOges and universities, whee payng the seme tuition and tees or Instate lees of your host school. For
more information, cal 372-0202
Center lor Educ Optiona. 231 Ad
min Bktg.
ATTENTION: ALL ON CAMPUS RES.
IDENTS Resident Student Association Is sponsoring a room
cersonaaiaoon contest this semester Make your room a reflection of
you A home away horn home Spend
some lane thkwjng about Ideas
Watch for upcoming ilitaftl
COIaMONs'M
KICK OFF TOE NEW YEARi
Watch the SUPEPJOWL
Gamt screen n N E Commons Your
favorite stadium muncNes available
January 22. Gernatkna
FU RUSH FIJI RUSH
Tonight 7-» with the ladles ol
Gamma PM Beta Sorority Can 3541023 lor rides

ATTENTION: ALL ON CAMPUS RESIDENTS Resident Student Association Is sponsoring a room
personsazatton contest this semester Make your room a reflection of
you A home away from home Spend
some lane thinking about ideas
Watch lor upcoming details
RUSH SKI EP
TOMOHT
T.tfrfrM
DELTA TAU DELTA
flush TonHe
7 30-9 30
"The Fraternity that Dares to be
Cktlerent"

RUSH THETA CHI
with the ladies ol
PHtMU
Tonight at 7 30 p m
Comer of Seventh ft High

aSap by the SAE house ft watch
the Delta Zeta Deneera
tonkjht at 7:00.
The clgaiaf flesh Party of the year
la coming Taeeday. Jan. 24 at 7 JO
p.m. when Thata CM presents Playboy Rush at the President's Lounge
In the K1SU Ice Arena.

Pregnanr? Need Heto'
Cal Emotional Material
Pregnancy Aid.
352-0662. 362-0062
WOMEN'S CUNIC
Comprehensive obstetrics
and Gynecoiogy
Contraceptive Services.
V D Tests and Treatment
Tamweasana up to 10 weeks
Free Pregnancy Testing 241-2471

WANTED
HELP: 3 rimes needed Close to
campus (4th St ft Elm) Luxury Apt
Inexpenaive Spiral staircase Cat
354-3167

inconsistent, because all the shoe
companies have emblems on their
shoes, and if you carried it out to the
end, everybody would have to play
barefoot.
What I'm saying is, I think the
insignificant Ewing rule was right,
because the pros were getting Into
amateur sports by being on the marquee, that is, the player.'
The McGuire rule, I believe, will
stand the test of time. It's something
I've pushed for years, that in all
commercially televised games, the
1 F Rmte needed for 1 bdrm turn
apt Spring asm Phone 352-3166
(Vlcki) 3rd SI

NEWLOVE
MANAGEMENT
336 S. MAIN STREET
352-5620
• COME SEE US FOR YOUR 1984-85
HOUSING NEEDS.
• PICK UP YOUR FREE HOUSING BROCHURE.
• WE HAVE A LARGE SELECTION OF
HOUSING RANGING FROM APARTMENTS
TO HOUSES. FROM 1 BEDROOM TO 4
BEDROOMS.
SOMETHING TO PLEASE EVERYONE!
ANY QUESTIONS, JUST CALL ON ANY OP
OUR QUALIFIED, RELIABLE STAFF.

Need 1 M student for apt
campua Reasonable offer

THURSTIN MANOR APARTMENTS
Ak conditioned tuty carpeted, cable
vision, efficiencies, laundry facsmee
Now leasing for summer ft tal
451 Thuratln Aye 352-5435

near

352-7365

CHUISESHIPS ARE HIRING!
$16-$30.000l Carribesn. Hawaii.
Work) Cal for Guide. Directory.
Newsletter 1 (916)944-4440 aid
Bowing Green State Cruise
AIRLINES HIRING1 Stewardesses1
Reeorvationlats' St 4-39.000.
Worldwide' Cal lor Directory, Guide.
Newsletter (916) 944-4440. Ext
Bowftng Green Stale At.

74 DODGE DART-AC. NEW BAT
TERY. 78,000 Ml MUST SELL"
CALL AFTER 8 00 PM 874 7470.
1*7$ Vega Excel "res. no rust, good
oond. orlg. owner 362-4509. or
362-7043

HOUSEBOY NEEDED
Cal for more information

Unique one of a kind apt In the
downtown business district Stained
glass windows, skylghls bamwood
paneang. toft A other sane* features
Make this a special place to tvo 3 or
4 person occupancy. Aval Fab 1,
1984 352 5184 from 9-5.

NOW RENTING FOR
1984-85
SCHOOL YR 2 BDRM . FURN APT
HEAT. SEWAGE WATER ft CABLE
TV PAD BY OWNER $585 00 PER
SEMESTER PER PERSON WITH 4
PEOPLE. CALL 352-7182 BETWEEN 3 7 PM. ASK FOR RICH

FOR SALE

Room tor Rent
F atueent-a btooka from oampua

Unlove Apts „ lots of character 2 2bdrm. turn . huge old house,. 1 efflc .
enllrs up house 352-6660

352-3272
Houses ft apartments
close to campua for '84-85 school
year Cal cosed t -267-3341

Apt. aval on Woostsr across tro.i
Kohl Extremery affordable rent

FOR RENT

352-6250.

II KIM ' ll ill. i
1,1111) ill! I'l
I Jllll U'l.l .
ii1 i HMt.ni
IC.II III III M |

372-4996
1

BASHRIPROCKS
NOW HIRING DRIVERS WITH
OWN CAR APPLY IN PERSON
354-3839

Campus Manor now renting Unwind
no of openings for summer ft tal
Next to campus ft convenient stores,
close 10 town 352 9302 [24 hours)

Babysitter needed for 3 smal children every other Sat morning References 352-2267

Apt to subs) for Spr Sem Wkithrop
Terrace North Apts Own bdrm
Cal 352 8867

i-ft
4iVf>

CARTY RENTALS
Apts Rooms-Houses
Al Near Campus
9 12 month and
Summer Leases
Listing A aeafili
352 7365 or 352-5556

11MM1II)
IIIIMl.il
|| '.HIM
IIIIIIU

li.HI.I;
111 I I
I'III II
ii»

II i
M

I.IMII1I
III HIM
I.I! Kill

..III.
M ll.
M III

mum utiMti

352-1504

352-7365

M. rmte. wente 1 to ehare2 .bdrm. apt.
south of campus Onty 2 beta, from
campus Non-smoker only Cal Hal.
352-3614.

1 ft 2 bdrm apts ft houses Close to
campus Cal 362-7454 before 5
p.m.

HELP WANTED

Need 1 M student for apt. near
campus, Reasonable offer

F rmte sue* Oaa, heat, you only pay
awe Cal 362-6133 or 1-9865002

as many as 10 timeouts, and it would
take 30 minutes to play the last three
minutes of the game.
You must remember, if all timeouts
are used- in a game, sometimes you
could have 18-20 timeouts during a 40minute collegiate game. It's like taking a 400-meter run and making it a
marathon. It may be great for the
Xon Madison Avenue, but three
pantyhose commercials don't
make for good basketball. And nobody needs time for three more trips
to the fridge.

SEE, IN the past, the normal TV
game had eight to 10 automatic commercial timeouts on dead balls,
usually occuring at 16, 12, eight, and
four minutes remaining in each half.
So what the coaches would do is wait
for a commercial timeout, rather
than take his own. So then he had five
left. So in the last three minutes of the
game, coaches sometimes could call

WANTED Success-oriented, selfmotivated individual 10 work 2-4
hours per week placing and Mng
posters on campus Earn $500C*JS
each school year 1800-243-6679

Need M Rmle tor turn apart, very
dose to campus $105./mo tree
heat, wafer Jan 352 9300

Student w am child la seeking a
rmte lor Spr. Sam Close to campus
Own rm Cal 352-6685 Tr or Mon
rxghta

number of timeouts be reduced from
five to three per team during a regulation game.

HOURS: MONDAY-WEDNESDAY: 11:00 AM ■ 2:30 AM
TUESDAY-SATURDAY: 11:00 AM - 3:00 AM
' SUNDAY: NOON • 2:30 AM

MYLES' PIZZA PUB
516 E. WOOSTER
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
rdilrd b) Margaret Farm and I rudr Jalfr
lejiauaei .wm-MwaiM.
ACROSS
t Popular
palindrome word
6 Pillow cover
10 Culinary artist
14 Folklore craaluta
15 Library ottering
16 Govern
17 Certain rays
IS
out'"
19 Pearl Buck
heroine
20 Sibilant avianf
23 Confront
24 ike and at ai
25 Colleclionof
things
28 Obtains
30 Type ol grouse or
buuard
34 Liqueur flavoring
36 Silly ones
37 Slaga name ol
fame
36 Lathers
41 Miss Kail of
the comics
42 Greek town near
Nauplia
44 Sptu'i forte
46 Be more intense
48 Hit signs
49 Some immigrants
lor short

50 Nativity scene
site
52 Islets
54 Delighted avian'>
59 Kind ol candy
Abbr
60 Prefix meaning
more
61 Actress Masaey
63 Place for a good
skate'
64 Actor Richard
65 Umour nickname

66 Blackens
87 Hill' people
66 Dueling weapons

t Soviet sacral
ponce
2Fnaahty
3 "Mow
the
little busy baa
4 I heard
sing
m the valley
5 Wire, lor example
8 Slender dagger
7 "
SOitQUi
8 With
9 Business
marriage
10 Smile lines

it
12
13
21

undulatingdince
Gaiety
Swamp
Weight
allowances
22 Comty
25 Kind of bowl
26 Habituate
27 Suggestion
29 Connery and
others
31 Malodorous
32 Bar legally
33 Campus figures
35 Plumbing valves
39 Models
40 Patient one
43 Thin Comb lorm
45 Equestrian
position
47 Crab's claw
51 Lowest area of a
ship
53 Shropshire,
tor short
54 Furze or goran
55 Fock sound
56 Type of tide '
57 Observe
58 Grafted, in
heraldry
59 Dernier
Hast wordl
62 Interactions
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